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Spring Semester Tops
Fall For University
Scholastic Average
Steady Rise Shown
From Freshmen
To Seniors
AGR LEADS FRATS
Neal Mathetai Leads
Phi Beta Kappa,
Phi Kappa Phi
By Dorothy Shiro
The scholastic average of
University students during the
last spring semester was 2.43,
.09 points higher than that of
the fall semester, though .02
lower than that of the previous
spring semester. Ranks showed
an advancement with the class-
es, the seniors leading with an
average of 2.71. The other
classes showed a steady de-
cline, with the juniors making
2.48, the sophomores 2.43, the
freshmen 2.25, and the special
students 1.98. Both freshman
men and women were below the
University average, though the
men beat the women by .35.
Neai Mathetai v.a the highest rank-
ing organization on campus with an
average of 3.61, beating Phi Beta Kap-
pa, whose average was 3.47, and Phi
Kappa Phi, whose average was 3.46.
Other honorary scholastic organiza-
tions ranked high with Tau Beta Pi
reaching 3.38, Alpha Zeta, 3.37, Omi-
cron Nu, 3.27, Kappa Delta Pi, 3.25,
Xi Sigma Pi, 2.90, and Alpha Chi Sig-
ma, 2.61.
The average for all women was 2.53,
higher than that of the men who trailed
behind with 2.396. Non-fraternity
men, with an average of 2.42, beat
fraternity men, who averaged 2.37.
Sorority women, however, came out
higher than non-sorority women, their
averages being 2.618 and 2.48 respec-
(Continued o: Page Six)
Registration, 2046,
Hits New Peak
Students at the University of Maine
broke all previous records of enroll-
ment this fall by covering the two
thousand mark, 2,046 of them register-
ing, as announced by James A. Gan-
nett, registrar, recently.
The freshmen heat all with an en-
rollment of 570, with quite a lead over
the sophomores ssho number 492.
Showing a steady progression by clas-
ses, the juniors are 439, and the seniors
still have 403. There are 45 two-year
agriculture students, 35 special stu-
dents, and 62 graduate students.
Elect Officers In
Four Girls' Dorms
Organization of the girls' dormito-
ries began to get under way this week
with election of officers at three of the
houses. Permanent councils at Colvin,
South Hall, and the Elms have not
been elected yet.
Maples officers are as follows: Pres-
ident, Jean Patten; Vice President,
Hope Bryant; Secretary, Marsha Mc-
Carthy; Treasurer, Mary Springer.
North Hall they are: President, Ma-
rie Rowke; Vice President, Betty
Price; Secretary, Ruth Wilson; and
Treasurer, Rita iiVilcox.
Balentine: President, Marian Fitz-
gerald; Vice President, Elizabeth Em-
ery; Secretary, Dorothy Warren;
Treasurer, Mary Bates.
Home Management House: Presi-
dent, Dorothy Phair.
Cattle-Judging Team
Wins Second Place
The dairy cattle-judging team repre-
senting the University of Maine com-
peted in the intercollegiate stock-judg-
ing contest at the Eastern States'
Exposition in Springfield. Mass., on
September 18-20, winning second place
in the Ayrshire class. In all classes,
the team placed eighth out of twelve.
Members of the team were Edward
J. Cook, Jr., '40, Stanley Gates, '40,
Wayne Turner, '40, Frederick Crouse,
alternate, '41. Turner was high man
on the team, placing second in judging
Ayrshires and eighth in judging Hol-
steins. Professor Howe Hall accom-
panied the team to Springfield as coach.
Juniors Chosen
Cadet Officers
For Batallion
Advanced Men Named
For Coast Artillery
And Infantry
The junior men chosen temporarily
for Advanced Military have been an-
nounced by Prof. Robert K. Alcott,
Lt. Col. Infantry.
Those selected for the infantry unit
are Edward Millar, Joseph Kilas, Ce-
cil Woodbrey, Hartley Banton. John
Byrne, John Craig, Judson Crane, liar-
ry Peabody, Arnold Clark, Donalr
Goodchild, Harold Jordan.
Donald Blaisdell, Donald Weston,
Oscar Riddle, Leon Ladd, Paul Mono-
lion, Charles Adams, Lawrence Kelley,
(Continued on Page Six)
Over 200 Students
Obtain N.Y.A. Jobs
The complete quota of student
workers allowed for the NYA pro-
gram this semester is now employed,
the Placement Bureau announced re-
cently More than two hundred Uni-
versity students are working on ap-
proximately one hundred different
projects under the direction of vari-
ous faculty and administration super-
visors.
It is a new payroll regulation this
year that students maintain an aver-
age minimum earning of at least ten
dollars a month, unless excusable cir-
cumstances prevent.
Saturday, October 7, will be the
closing date of the first payroll peri-
od. All workers should have their
time reports completed, signed, and
forwarded to the Placement Bureau
after that date. The payroll period
for the balance of the year closes on
the seventh of each month.
The demand for NYA work far
exceeds the funds available. The
Placement Bureau announces that
when available opportunities arise, it
will make every effort to provide
appointments for those not at present
employed.
English Department
Holds Fall Picnic
The members of the English de-
partment and about ten majors in
that subject enjoyed their annual fall
picnic at the Marine Biological Sta-
tion, Lamoine Beach, last Saturday.
The group took part in volleyball,
fishing, and a featured World Series
softball game.
Library Lending
Initiated Here
By Art Gallery
Students, Fraternities
May Take Pictures
For Two Months
A new system, the first of its kind
in the country, of lending pictures
from the art gallery of the University
to students without charge will be
undertaken this year, it was announced
recently by Prof. John H. Huddilston.
Half a dozen other colleges in the
country have adopted the method of
lending pictures but they charge a
semester fee.
At present the art collection is small,
but, if interest is shown, the system will
be carried on and the art gallery will
eventually grow larger. About half
of the pictures in the gllery are present-
day works, the rest historical. All
are of such importance as to be ap-
proved by the Carnegie experts and the
critical public. Fifty of the pictures
are new, having been added to the
collection last June.
Lending of the pictures is open to
individual students and also to frater-
nities and dormitories. Withdrawal
from the exhibit will not be allowed,
however, until all who wish have had
a chance to take a first and second
choice. These choices should be hand-
ed in writing either to the gallery at-
tendants or to Prof. Huddilston.
Pictures may be kept a month and
renewed for a month. Fraternity and
dormitory selections should be kept a
whole semester.
Walker Calls For
'Prism' Candidates
All candidates for the editorial and
business staff of the 1941 Prism
should make their application in writ-
ing to the editor, Neal H. Walker,
Box 52, Alumni Hall.
Walker announced that plans for
this year's book are well under way.
The book will feature a special facul-
ty section, including individual faculty
pictures, a larger junior section, and
a bigger and better informal snapshot
section. Much more color will be used
in the book, he said.
Oct. 9-15 Is Date
Set For Hell Week
Hell Week, annual period of infor-
mal fraternity initiations, will be held
this year from October 9 to 15, inclu-
sive, it was decided at the first meeting
of the Interfraternity Council last
Tuesday evening.
The Embassy program of the Maine
Christian Association was discussed
briefly. Rev. Beverage outlined the
program and solicited the co-oepration
of the Council in promoting it. It was
decided to refer the matter to the fra-
ternities and decide on it at the next
meeting of the Council.
Vanguards Hear Dr. Kirshen
Describe New European Man
A new type of Emilie:in man with
altogether different social and political
concepts is arising out of the present
period of chaotic change abroad, Prof.
Himy B. Kirshen, head of the depart-
ment of Economics and Sociology, told
members of the "Vanguards," recently
formed group of liberal University
students, at a meeting held last Sun-
day evening at the Fellowship Church
in Orono.
"The outstanding characteristic of
the new European man," Dr. Kirshen
said, "is his utter contempt for tole-
rance. Feeling that his social and
political program can be accomplished
only through unanimous support of the
people, he has a fanatical desire to
stifle and destroy all opposition. There
is no place for minority groups ac-
cording to the philosophy of this new
genus hominis."
Prof. Kirshen stated that the second
characteristic of the European man is
his greater reliance upon leaders. The
democratic principle of individualism
is sacrificed in the interests of totalita-
rian efficiency.
"Another important difference," the
speaker continued, "lies in the fact that
the new man is forming his ideas of
justice according to the more immedi-
ate interests of the state. This means
that the inn, Wellce a- guilt of the in-
dividual will be dictated by the politi-
cal expediencies of the judges of the
group in power rather than upon the
true merits of the individual case. It
is conceivable that a whole class of
people may he convicted and punished
instead of the individual who might
he the real criminal."
Greater participation in politics and
affairs of the government upon the
part of the individual was cited by
Dr. Kirshen as the fourth characteris-
tic of the new European man. The re-
construction of society after the war
will be such that the above will be-
come a necessity through the very na-
ture of the form of government.
It is the duty of the liberals of the
present and future to do all they can to
humanize this transitionary process,
Dr. Kirshen concluded. If this new
ideology cannot he prevented from en-
croaching upon the principles of Amer-
ican democracy, the least the liberal
groups can do is to ameliorate its ef-
fects both upon themselves' as well as
upon other groups.
Dr. Rising L. Morrow, professor of
history and government, will speak at
the next meeting of the "Vanguards"
to he held Sunday at 7:15 in the Fel-
lowship Church on The subject of
"American Neutrality."
French Elected
Owls President
Robert French was elected
president and Donald Kilpatrick
secretary-treasurer of the Soph-
omore Owls at a banquet given to
the present members by those of
last year at Merrill Hall Tuesday
night.
The Owls are: Charles Guard,
Mark Ingraham, Robert French,
Eugene Leger, John Houghton,
John Bower, Edward Robertson,
Donald Kilpatrick, Parker Small,
John Gorman, Benjamin Graham,
Nathaniel Crowley, Bernard Col-
pitts, and Edward Barrows.
'Campus' Poll of
World Affairs
To Be Friday
First Campus-Wide Quiz
To Include Fewer
Home Questions
Questions of local and national in-
terest will be featured on the first
Campus poll of this year which will
take place Friday, September 29, with
ballot boxes placed in Stevens Hall,
the Library, Winslow, and Aubert
Halls. The questions of international
significance are being asked in co-
operation with a national student or-
ganization. Charles Leining is head of
the poll committee and Edward Schert-
zer is his assistant.
The following questions will be
asked:
I. Under present conditions, should
the United States enter the Euro-
pean war as an active fighting
agent?
2. Do you favor renewing the old
Maine tradition of having a bear,
official University mascot, present
at all home football games?
3. Under present conditions, should
the United States sell munitions
on a cash basis to any belligerent
nations who can call for the items
in their own ships?
4. Would you sincerely support a date
bureau if organized on campus?
5. Would you be willing to fight if:
A. The United States proper were
attacked?
B. Any United States territorial
possessions were attacked?
C. Any country in the western
hemisphere were attacked?
D. United States maritime rights
can ships were sunk with Amer-
ican passengers aboard?
E. It became apparent that France
and England were in danger of
defeat?
University Sent
Abnormal Deer
The carcass of a deer, covered with
an abnormal growth of warts, was
found in Argyle by game wardens and
turned over to the University Wild-
life Departmen, Professor Clarence
M. Aldous announced recently.
It was a spike horn deer, with its
body, neck, and head covered with
warts. Mr. Aldous, head of the de-
partment, said it was the first case of
its kind ever brought to the attention
of the university. These warts varied
in size from one-half to five inches in
diameter. The total weights of the
growths totaled between twelve and
fifteen pounds, Aldous said. The
weight of the deer would not exceed
one hundred pounds.
The animal was shot near Argyle,
Maine, by poachers, Aldous said. The
deer was blind in the left eye from a
ssart, and when the poachers shot it,
they could see only one eye by the
jack light, for the deer was shot
through the lungs from the side.
The poachers did the deer a good
(Continued on Page Six)
M.C.A. Membership
Drive Set Oct. 2-9
The Maine Christian Association
Drive for Membership will be held
next week from Monday, October 2, to
Saturday, October 7. Cecil Woodbrey
will have charge of the Upperclass-
Men's Drive, and Francis Andrews, the
'Freshman Men's Drive. Arrange-
ments have been made for one repre-
sentative in each fraternity to carry on
the drive, and the men's cabinet itself
will carry on the drive in the freshman
dormitories.
Emily Hopkins will have charge of
the Upperclass Women's Drive, and
Ruth McClelland, the Freshman Wom-
en's Drive.
Alumnus Placed
As Assistant To
Athletic Head
Samuel Sezak To Help
With Expanded
Department
Samuel Sezak, athletic coach at Fair-
haven, Mass., High School, has been
appointed assistant to Ted Curtis, fac-
ulty manager of athletics at the Uni-
versity, Dean L. S. Corbett, chairman
of the athletic board, announced recent-
ly.
Sezak graduated from the University
in 1931 with a Bachelor of Arts in
Education. While here he played foot-
ball, basketball, and baseball, was a
member of Phi Kappa Kappa, hono-
rary educational society, was president
of the M.C.A., and was coach of intra-
mural basketball in a man's dormitory.
Dean Corbett said "the rapid devel-
opment of the Maine Athletic Depart-
ment made it necessary to obtain some-
one to assist Curtis." Sezak will take
up his duties here about November 11.
From 1932 to 1933 Sezak served as
principal of the high school at Mil-
bridge, also coaching. Following that,
he coached football at Washington
State Normal School at Machias, de-
veloping one of the best teams in the
history of the school. His next posi-
tion was that of teacher-coach at Rock-
land High School, where his team
won the Eastern Maine championship
and was runner-up for the state cham-
pionship.
Sezak has been manager of the
Rockland Semi-Pro baseball team and
was head counsellor of the Hatchet
Mountain Camp for boys for six years.
He has attended coaching schools at
Northeastern University, Boston Her-
ald, Boston College, and Brown Uni-
versity.
Changes Made
On 'Campus' Board
Joseph Ingham, news editor of the
Campus, has resigned, owing to the
pressure of other activities. Ingham is
connected with the Masque and with
a local photographic concern. A tem-
porary appointment will be made soon
to fill this vacancy until the semi-
annual election is held in November,
it was announced today by Charles
Peirce, editor-in-chief of the Campus.
Peirce also announced at this time
the following Campus committee ap-
pointments: Radio committee, Mar-
guerite Bannigan, chairman; Marcia
Finks and Eleanor Look, assistants;
Campus poll committee, Charles Lein-
ing, chairman, and Edward Schertzer,
assistant.
Over Eighty Per Cent
Of Class of 1939 Now
Permanently Employed
Wind Tunnel
For Testing
Built by Tech
Only M. I. T. Equipment
Exceeds Maine's In
Eastern Schools
The only wind tunnel in Maine has
been constructed by the Department of
Mechanical Engineering under the di-
rection of Prof. T. A. Sparrow, assist-
ed by H. B. Abbott, department tech-
nician, it was announced recently.
This tunnel can produce 110-mile-
per hour air velocities. Only one eastern
college, the NI assachusetts Institute of
Technology, has a tunnel in which
greater velocities can be obtained.
Begun last June, when Prof. W. J.
Sweetser, department head, obtained
the necessary appropriation after more
than three years' effort, its construc-
tion has required the expenditure of
about 2,000 man-hours labor on the
part of engineering faculty members.
Increased emphasis on streamlining
in all branches of engineering has made
wind tunnel studies valuable to engi-
neering laboratories, and Professor
Sparrow pointed out that the automo-
tive industry is now making consider-
able use of them in its investigations.
The tunnel will be used primarily
for analysis of wind forces on various
bodies and structures, such as buildings
and stacks, and to study the effect of
streamlining. It will be available to
students in other engineering depart-
ments besides that of mechanical engi-
tiering, and is expected to be of special
value to those doing thesis work.
Frosh-Parent Day
Plans Announced
Freshman-Parents Day will be held
Saturday, October 14, it was announced
today by Mr. Percy F. Crane, chair-
man of the committee.
This will be the third year that the
faculty alumni. and students have spon-
sored a Freshman-Parents Day on
the campus.
Those on the committee in charge
are: Mr. Charles E. Crossland, Mr.
Philip J. Brockway, Prof. B. C. Kent,
Prof. S. H. Kimball, Prof. E. J.
Niederfrank, Mr. Leon Breton, presi-
dent of Student Senate, Miss Alice
A. Donovn, president Women's Stu-
dent Government.
Owls and Eagles Report
Signs of Spirit in Frosh
This year's crop of freshmen are
quite the same—only a little bit more
SO—
A few wise guys and a lot of retir-
ing souls. They are a pretty moderate
lot on the whole. An employee of a
popular campus hang-out, who doesn't
wish to be quoted, states, "They're too
scared to do anything now, but just
you wait T.
A frosh girl talking to a well-known
senior began to grow pale and nervous
when she discovered her companion's
standing on campus.
There's no telling whether timidity
or temerity prompted two freshman to
tip their caps to a pair of Eagles the
other day and sing out, "How do you
do, girls!"
One definite exception to the rule
occurred last Friday noon when Frosh
Edlestein sang on the bookstore steps
for his sins. The Owls are unwilling
to publish the charge on which Edle-
stein was convicted; but, whatever the
offense, the culprit wasn't under the
dictates of his conscience for it. He
seemed to enjoy his little spot-light.
Ile even repeated a chorus, complete
with animated illustrations, for the ben-
efit of a photographer.
No Eagle considers it ln unusual in-
cident to come upon a group of chatter-
ing freshman girls and hear the con-
versation cut off like a foreign broad-
cast in Germany when they spy her
blue star. An Eagle relates with no
pleasure that a freshman seated beside
her in class grumbled, "Trust me to
get stuck beside one of those blue
stars!" We understand that, on top
of that remark, it's a good thing for
her she had her green bonnet set
squarely on her head with the "F"
very much in evidence.
Rumor has it that the Owls know
more about the frosh women than men.
However, they seem to be instilling
awe of tradition and fear of authority
into their wards. Let it be understood
that they prefer the well-known slow
but sure technique when real work is
to be done. It works, too, so the
Eagle; decided at a meeting Monday
night.
Last Sunday night a poor haunted
devil sought refuge at the ‘Vesley
Foundtion meeting. When told that
freshman rules were not in effect at the
meeting, he looked dazed for a mo-
ment, and then rushed over to a group
of his classmates. A good time was
had by all.
The complaint is almost general that
the '4.1 women fail the Maine "I hello."
Both men and women wear their caps
as thought they were prison stripes.
No one can flUnCh his shoulders enough
to surround a green tie, and the attempt
is pathetic. After all, being a freshman
at the University of Maine is something
to he proud of. Our Director of Ad-
missions has the reputation of never
making a mistake. So out with a
healthy "Hello," you freshmen, for
upperclassmen as well as co-eds. As
has been already stated, the Maine stu-
dent doesn't bite, and if approached in
a mariner neither timid nor cocky, he
won't even bark.
Placement Bureau
Reports Second
Best Year
MANY TEACHERS
Over Half of Seniors
Placed Last Spring;
Rest In Summer
By Priscilla Bickford
An estimated 80-90e of the
class of 1939 is now employed,
making 1938 the Placement
Bureau's second best year, since
it was founded in 1935, it was
announced today by Philip
Brockway, placement director.
A large number of employers' rep-
resentatives visited the campus to in-
terview senior students in the spring,
and more than half of the seniors
reported jobs before the end of the
school year. Many more reported
jobs during the summer. Those em-
ployed are:
Anna Anderson, graduate student, State
College, Pa.; Cora Bailey, laboratory tech-
nician, Providence Hospital, Detroit,
Mich.; Gwendolyn Baker, teacher, Cape
(Continued on Page Six)
Mack and Oberley
On Way To U.S.
Europe's drama has caught two
Maine students ii its far-reaching web.
Betty Mack and Mary Oberly, both
juniors at the University, are believed
to be somewhere in mid-ocean on board
the S.S. Shawnee. This ship was sent
by the United States Government to
relieve pressure of homeward-bound
Americans at the outbreak of the Eu-
ropean war.
The girls. students at the Sorbonne
in Paris, went to the southern part of
France after the evacuation of the city.
Betty Mack's parents stated that the
S.S. Shawnee ssas scheduled to leave
Bordeaux September IS, and probably
did not wish to disclose its whereabouts
by sending cablegrams.
Thomas Fielder, resident of Orono
and former student of the University,
was one of the survivors of the Athenia.
He was brought to port by the rescue
ship Flint City. Fielder sailed from
Glasgow, September 3, the day Eng-
land declared war on Germany. He
has recently been in Orono, and during
the past week has resumed his studies
in Boston.
Masque Readings
Set For Oct. 1-2
October 1 and 2 will be the dates for
the reading of the first Masque produc-
tion of the year which will be given
on Oct. 31, Nov. 1 and 2, It was an-
nounced by George Reisman, president.
The title of this play will be announced
shortly, it was stated at the first
Masque meeting which was held this
week.
Not only are those with acting am-
bitions invited to try out for the
Masque, but also those desirous of prac-
tical experience in publicity and adver-
tising stage technique, scene designing
and building prop work, "juice" or
electricity work, or costuming and
make-up.
The Masque is extending a special
welcome to all freshmen interested in
participating in any of these various
phases of activity.
Season tickets are now being sold
at 330 Stevens Hall and will soon be
on sale at the Bookstore.
Baldwin Will Address'
Vesper Service Sunday
DeWitt Baldwin, director of the
Lyle Fellowship at Lyle, N. Y., will
speak on "Christian Outreach" at Ves-
per Services Sunday, October I, in
the Little Theatre.
Mr. Baldwin. a graduate of Wesley-
an, Garrett, and Union Seminaries,
was a missionary from the Methodist
Church hoard to Rangoon. Berma, for
ten years. He is now secretary for
student work on the Board of Foreign
Missions for the Methodist Church.
Booth Leavitt will give a violin solo.
Beginning October 22, musical ves-
pers will be held which will feature
the Men's Glee Club. the University of
Maine trio, and solos.
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Readjustment of Interests
At various times in the past the charge has been made, both
by outsiders as well as by people who should know, that Univer-
sity of Maine students are indifferent toward, or altogether un-
aware of contemporary social, economic, and political issues.
Unfortunately, there was a good deal of evidence to support this
contention. Subjects of bull sessions, registration in the social
science courses, membership in the various forums and social
science departmental organizations, and attempts at conversation
—all substantiated the charges that Maine students "did not know
the score" and that, for the most part, they were hesitant to as-
sume and uphold a definie position in regard to current happen-
ings.
From what evidence we have at hand, it seems to us that a
favorable change has occurred in students' interests. Instructors
in the social sciences, economics, sociology, government, and
history report increases in registration for many courses. Pros-
pects for large memberships in departmental clubs and forums
appear to be excellent. Church groups for students have already
got off to a good start. Students seem not only willing but even
anxious to exchange opinions on national and international topics
of the times. Moreover, the majority appears to be surprisingly
well-informed.
The war is the outstanding factor that has given a new and
realistic significance to what was heretofore looked down upon as
being merely academic and in the realm of the philosophical. It
is, of course, unfortunate that it should take a major war to ac-
complish this rebirth or readjusment of interests in social and
political issues. If the change has been nation-wide not only
among academic groups but affecting all classes of people as well,
then it may be just this reawakening which is necessary to pre-
serve peace-time conditions in the United States.
Problem of Choosing
Each fall brings up the same old question—shall I participate
in outside activities or not? The answer is yes. To what degree
and extent remains up to the individual himself.
The one who gets the most from college is the one who leads
the most well-rounded life. The happiest one is he who can cater
a little to his own interests and pleasures aside from the ordinary
college routine. At present the University of Maine has activi-
ties and clubs which embrace practically every phase of interest.
Contacts are only one of the many benefits derived from
some form of extracurricular activity. There are the educational
benefits, too. Every organization functions for some purpose not
entirely social. Varied and worthy programs are undertaken.
Most important of all, however, is the result upon the individ-
ual. Even amid a heavy schedule, an organization for which one
does not have to cram at 11 o'clock at night, to which he does not
have to rush five minutes late, whose destinies he himself can do
a part in molding—that organization gives him relaxation, an
interest or a hobby, a chance to prove his powers of leadership,
and often it gives him something permanent, something he can
engage in long after he graduates.
It is not necessary to participate in several college activities,
for after all they are, and should be, but a supplement to study-
ing. But one or two can be managed very easily. Therefore take
your pick—the University offers you a wide variety of choices—
go into it heart and soul, and you've gone a long way toward
leading a happy as well as profitable college life.
CORRESPONDENCE
(The correspondence columns of The Campus are open to the public es pertisest
subjects, sad lettor• ars welcomed. All letters sheeld be signed with the author's reel
name, but a pen some will be used la publicatiee of the letter If desired. The ideas
stated in these columns are sat necessarily those of The Campus asd 'Amid not he se
uonsiderect The editor reserves the right te withhold any billet or • part of •ay letter.)
Sept 25. 1939
The Editor,
Maine Campus
Sir,
In the interest of self-preservation, if
in no other, those students who use
the Farm Road between the campus
and Park Street would do well to
make up their minds all to walk on
the same side of the road, preferably
the left. I am told that State law pre-
scribes this.
May I inform those of them who
have indicated both manually and oral-
ly that rather than walk they would be
willing to ride even in my car, that
I do not carry Third Party insurance
and so cannot afford to be obliging?
Yours truly,
Leslie F. Smith
Dear Upperclassmen.
Since the art of conversation first
became popular, it's been a woman's
prerogative to have the last word.
But, alas, here we are—sunk com-
pletely. At this point you prick up
your ears and start listening to what
we froth women have to say. Why
should we be so gloomy? Well, as
friend to friends, I'll tell you.
All Freshman Week, the class of
'43 was given ample opportunity to
get acquainted, and get acquainted
we did. It was fun, too—we're not
kicking a bit about last week. It's the
next twelve weeks that we're so
blue about. You see, as much as we
respect you veterans, we rather grew
accustomed to our own naive bunch.
So now we're lost. We just look at
1
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By Myer Alpert
Webster says an embargo is "an
edict of a government prohibiting the
departure or entry of ships of coin-
merce at its ports." Our so-called
embargo act is not an embargo at all,
then, but is only a partial one. It
prohibits the sale to any warring na-
tion of certain war materials, wea-
ons, munitions, airplanes and their
parts, chemicals suitable to be made
into gas, etc. It does not prohibit the
Editor-in-Chief sale to warring nations of all the
Business Manager vital raw materials necessary to the
manufacture of these agents of death,
nor does it prohibit the sale of food-
stuffs, cotton, oil, metals, wheat, all
as essential to the life and continued
belligerency of these nations them-
selves as the prohibited materials.
Thus the present law permits the
dangers and involvement of a war
trade. It does not protect our neu-
trality. It does not ensure our stay-
ing out of the war. It leaves us in
practically the same position we were
in in 1914-1917; it leaves us open to
all the dangers, all the vicissitudes
of a war trade, of having economic
relations with belligerent nations.
The President's position, and the
correct one, is that those who want
an embargo to keep us out of the war
could not honestly support the present
law. They must advocate, as only
Senator Nye is prepared to do, an
absolute stop to all intercourse with
the warring nations, and this amounts
practically to absolute isolation. Such
an act may only postpone our possi-
ble entry into a war with Hitlerism;
such an act may be such a tetrible
blow to our economic system as to
lead to a more restricted and regi-
mented life, perhaps even to a dicta-
torship; perhaps to discontent and
revolution, but it will keep us out of
the war for the present at least. The
American people do not seem to want
such an embargo.
If the present law is so weak, why
the emphasis on its repeal? The
President hopes, as we all do, that
the Allies win the war. He wants to
take a policy that will demonstrat,
both at home and abroad, this desire.
Let us then, he feels, try everything
short of war to see that the Allies
win. Let us sell them all things as
well as only some things. We can
do this and still stay short of actual
involvement in the war. Our present
position is futile, and absolute embar-
go is not popular. If those who
oppose him refuse to take the latter
position, the absolute isolationist po-
sition, then their only motives for
not co-operating with the President
must be stubbornness, political parti-
sanship, or personal animosity. At
any rate, it seems now that the Ad-
ministration has enough support to
push through its point of view.
• • • •
Propaganda Box Score (in last
Sunday's "New York Times Maga-
zine Section") : Allies 3. Germany 0.
5th Prix de Paris
Started by Vogue
The fifth Prix de Paris, Vogue's
annual career contest for seniors in
accredited colleges throughout the
country, was announced recently by
Edna Woolman Chase, editor of Vogue
magazine.
This year, Vogue's Prix de Paris
contest offers eight awards—three ca-
reer prizes, including a special Vanity
Fair writing award, five cash prizes,
and Honourable Mentions. First prize
is one year's employment with Vogue,
six months to he spent in Vogue's New
York office, six months in Paris, if
world conditions permit; otherwise, the
full period of one year will be spent in
New York. Second prize is six months'
employment on the New York staff.
Third prize is a special Vanity Fair
award of six months as a feature writer
on Vogue's New York staff. In addi-
tion, Vogue will purchase five of the
'best theses submitted. Honourable
Mentions will be awarded to other out-
standing contestants, and winners of
these awards will be put in touch with
firms throughout the country who are
interested in the contestants. Of the
fifty leading entrants in the four pre-
vious contests, thirty are today fol-
lowing fashion careers, according to
Mrs. Chase.
The Harvard Glee Club is coming
again. The M.C.A. needs your help!
their cute little caps and snappy ties
and mournfully sigh, "Hello," and
time marches on. Worse luck, so
do we.
But don't think we're complaining,
pals. We're just kicking ourselves
for not making the best of our first
six days Do you blame us?
Hopelessly,
A Stricken Co-ed.
By Muguerite Bannigan
America in Midpassage, co-authored
by Charles and Mary Beard, is a tho-
rough and penetrating discusion of
the course of events in these United
States since 1928.
Those grateful to the Beards for
their comprehensive survey of our
history from colonial times to the
middle twenties in The Rise of Ameri-
can Civilization will find this a wor-
thy sequel. We who have left child-
hood, passed through adolescence to-
ward maturity during the last eleven
years should find this smoothly-read-
ing history of particular value. We
lived through the midpassage period,
but how many of us understood it?
Most of us didn't. And if we did
try, in later years, by following cur-
rent events, to find out what the score
was, we bogged in the mire of too
many apparently uncorrelated inci-
dents.
This great gap in our immediate
background is ably filled by this book
and thus it makes its own recompense
for its weight and bulk. Using it as a
mighty telescope, we can turn our
gaze back over the American scene
so familiar to us, but yet really so
little known.
The opening chapter, aptly entitled
"The Golden Glow," pictures for us
the closing years of Calvin Coolidge's
conservative administration. Over-
whelming, hearty confidence and jubi-
lance mark the atmosphere of this
boom era when private enterprise had
attained a manifest eternal peak of
prosperity, blissfully unannoyed by in-
considerate government restraint, But,
behind the tinsel and glory, as busi-
ness expanded to unprecedented di-
mensions, could be heard the faint
rolls of thunder—ominously prophetic
of the approaching storm to those
who could and would hear.
The havoc wrought by the crash of
the stock market which left a debris
of helpless, hopeless insecurity for
many, in a fast disintegrating eco-
nomic system is extensively analyzed
in the chapters "Dissolution" and "De-
tonations." Mr. Hoover, as the engi-
neer in pathetic attempts to pilot the
ship of state, is more sympathetically
treated by the authors than by many
others. He did have ideas, some of
them adequate, others outmoded. And,
too, his political position was impos-
sible. Not even a good pilot can get
anywhere with a persitently mutinous
crew. The people, desperate and with
a steadily falling morale, clamored
for a leader.
Mr. Roosevelt's policies and their
results are explained with full details
and a good deal of quoted document-
ary evidence, especially in relation to
ever-increasing labor problems and
investigation into big business' activi-
ties. Of notable timeliness is the
chapter "Shapes of Foreign Policies"
in which the general unified attitude
of the American people against Euro-
pean entanglements, despite an ad-
ministration leaning toward interven-
tion, is shown.
Less interpretation may be found
in the appraisement of our culture.
About books, periodicals, the news-
paper press, painting, sculpture, archi-
tecture, motion pictures, and the thea-
tre, much factual information lies at
the reader's command in these pages,
information attention-compelling in it-
self. And its polished presentation, a
happy characteristic of the Beards'
style, makes them easily digestible.
The concluding chapter, "Toward a
Reconsideration of Democracy," is im-
portant a one in view of the achieve-
ments and drawbacks of our system
of government, sifts and weighs its
Afortunes and the discrepancies be-
tween theoretical and actual democra-
cy. In view of the present world
situation, the topics discussed and
analyzed here deserve care.' perusal
and consideration.
'Freshman Impressions
Be '1 MCI NIA CLARK
Freshman Week is over and all
that remains of this glorious week we
were privileged to call our own is a
few memories, a card with a schedule,
and the knowledge that we no longer
reign supreme on the campus. With the
coming of the upperclassmen come also
the detested caps and ties.
As for the memories of the past week
they are for the most part pleasant
ones. Becoming acquainted with the
campus and our instructors, to say
nothing of our five hundred and sixty
five class mates, made each day a new
venture.
Something of the friendly spirit of
university life has become a part of
every freshman and expresses itself in
the form of a cheery smile or the tra-
ditional Maine "hello."
The various tests we took are re-
membered with pleasure, too—and
why not? Well never know the
Small 
Town .  
  
Stuff
Nr-v-mr•mrgro
By University Snoops
Hello, Everybody! ! ! We've missed
you this summer but will try to keep
you posted from now on... Pin
hangings aplenty since we saw you
last—Congrats to Gwen Weymouth
and Leon Greene; Virginia Hill and
Phil Shackleford ... All the old stand-
bys together too... trying to make up
their minds which ranks they will
j oin .
Still seen around—Jewett and Muz-
roll; Tanner and Drummond; Chand-
ler and Verrill, and, by the way, just
what is the story on the break up or
something? I' P We could go on indefi-
nitely with such a list of steady dates
but ...This distance question doesn't
strike many people here about as very
interesting ... Ken Burr can snake
1Vellcsley campus in niece minutes
now ...Jim Ashby can get to Bangor
in his car as quickly as he can phone—
So says Jim ...
Betty and Butt still hitting the high
spots—Remember, though, Bud, the
speed limits on the Bangor-Orono
road... Beardsell and Smart are cer-
tainly enjoying themselves now days ..
()Noting one economics professor:
"The younger generation won't walk
two steps for a date. I can never have
my car at night sow." Well, Barbara
and Jim, would you stay at home if
there was a new sofa in the parlor! I' I'
Attention, fellows! !I An old maid's
club has been formed including such
gals as Donovan, Hauck, Connie
Young, Fitzgerald, Kruse and Jelli-
son, ... Better do something about it
quick ... Sometimes summer romances
do last, don't they, Frances Donovan
and Kivver Fish...
Seen in Maples, Pete Peterson giv-
ing the freshman women the once
over ...Do you approve, Leonard! P
John Perry back on campus for a
visit.—Puss didn't seem to mind in the
least ...Dorrice and Hal scent very
pleased about the whole situation...
Congrats to Lou and Russ...Proctor
Alford has been doing alright these
last two weeks ...
Maynard and Lib have decided to
make it a life-long story—Nice go-
ing... First football game this Satur-
day—Best of luck to the team—Just
remember the student body is behind
you cheering their heads off—See the
new cheerleaders for statistics ... See
you all again next week ...
Extension Service
Has English Visitor
"We older people arc letting young-
er people get disillusioned and doing
nothing about it. We are morally re-
sponsible for this war," declared Mrs.
Eva Seawood, a cockney of London,
England, who was the guest of the
University of Maine Extension Ser-
vice last Tuesday.
Mrs. Seawood, who is traveling
through various countries of the world
as the representative of the Associated
Countrywomen of the World, gave a
brief comparison of the extension ser-
vice here in the United States with that
in England.
While in the United States the work
is far more extensive, in England the
members take a more active part in
preparing the program, thus making
it more varied, she stated. Here, too,
in the United States it is connected
with the government whereas in Eng-
land the organization is entirely inde-
pendent.
The question of unemployment which
has been serious in all the countries that
Mrs. Seawood has visited should have
had something done about it by the
women, she said. That step would
"result in the women's saving their
own children front moral degrada-
tion," she said.
score we made on them. Then, too,
we have learned how much can be
forgotten in one short summer. Hav-
ing discovered how much we didn't
know, we were told many useful and
interesting things by deans, professors,
and upperclassmen. The lectures and
discussions will all be useful in these
next weeks when the class of '43 will
be somewhat at sea. Already we are
squelched—and with registration day
only just passed.
The schedule card is our passport
into the future and symbolic of what
has yet to come. Many lament too
many "eight o'clocks" while others
rejoice over several free afternoons,
which we have been warned won't be
as free as we might think.
In every case, however, all are eager
to begin the classes which will actual-
ly prove that we are members of the
U. of M. student body. With this in
mind we make our preparations an-
xiously, hopefully, and in the men-
time make the most of the late per-
missions, no studying, and no fresh-
man rules,
The Mellow Sidec- -,
Steve Kierstead
The object of this column is not
to review for you the records that
are popular. We wish to preview the
records that we believe will become
popular in the near future and intro-
duce to you some of the finer record-
ings of days past. We also hope to
bring to your attention some of the
bands and fine musicians that are
playing in this vicinity.
The number-one record that we be-
lieve will find its grooves traversed
frequently in the short time to come is
Hoagy Carmichael's new cration Blue
Orchids (Bluebird B-10372-A). This
piece, supposedly as fine as Solitude
is very neatly arranged and played
with unusual taste by Glenn Miller
and band. The introduction contains
a very fine set of four beat kicks and
three catchy breaks by the well-knowon
five-man sax section. Behind the
somewhat groping vocal of Rae Eber-
le, a section of brass and saxes play
the battle of fill-in-the-gaps very ef-
fectively. Please, if you play this,
notice the fine phrasing of brass
throughout the disc. On flip-over we
find a vivid uplift in tempo in Baby
Me. This side, featuring an effect
in brass made possible by the use of
hat mutes, is unique. Beautiful Ma-
rian Htton carries the vocal in her
exceedingly nasal, but pleasing, voice.
Behind her short and sweet rendition,
the rhythm and brass sections create
a light and smooth background. On
this side one should again notice the
fine brass phrases at the end of the
vocal. Highly recommended... .
* * • •
One fine record that we would like
to call your attention to is Lunce-
ford's Baby Won't You Please Come
Home, (No. 4667 Vocallion). The
first chorus is strictly Dixie (drop
beat) and then it goes into solid four
beat for the rest of this side. To
you cats it offers a wonderful com-
parison if you don't understand Dixie
(two beat) from four beat. The
bright spot on the whole thing is
the two vocal choruses by Joe Thom-
as. Dig the "Look out now" toward
the end of his second. Other out-
standing things are the alto sax work
of Willie Smith and the tenor of
Joe Thomas. The whole side is
really a solid thing.
Flip this over and you have Blue
Blazers. This side has a fine bit of
piano fill-in on the first two chorus-
es. Again Joe and Willie do fine
solo work, but the real kick is the
brass break in the middle of this side.
It is terrific; listen for yourself.
* * * •
It is our impression that Glenn
Miller is very rapidly doing the lad-
der, so once again we call him in.
This time it's a piece that touches
closely upon the blues, Guess I'll Go
Bark Home This Summer, (Blue-
bird B-10317-A). Here we find Mr.
Miller featuring his first sax man,
Tex Beneke, in both solo and vocal.
Tex plays one of the finest saxes in
the game, and proves it when he car-
ries off the first chorus. In the sec-
ond chorus, Tex fingers the micro-
phone and comes thru in fine style.
and John Mayo
his colleagues, on the saxes, lay down
a fine back drop for him. The unique
tones brought out by the brass on the
back end of this recording is typical
of Glenn Miller's band. In the back
yard we have a strictly gut-bucket
unison, slip Horn Jive. This fea-
tures five very solid take-offs in the
instrument order of sax, trumpet,
slide, and sax. Between each take-
off there is a short battle of trumpets
versus saxophones. The last three-
quarter inch of wax displays the
Miller trombone section at its best.
• • * •
Another Vocation that is really sol-
id is Ain't She Sweet by Lunceford.
Listen to the first chorus of alto sax
backed by trumpets and trombone.
The thing that really kicks on this
side is the work done by the trio
and Jimmie Young. If that doesn't
knock you out, well, we knocked our-
selves out for hours just listening to
them. They are, needless to say, ter-
rific. On the opposite side is What
Is This Thing Called Swing. The
rhythm section backs up the band in
wonderful style, especially the bass
coming through. It is not as good
as the other side; but it is typically
Lunceford and really nice to listen to.
* • • •
No record column would pass the
approval of many if Artie Shaw were
not mentioned. Our choice of his
many recordings is Octoroon (Blue-
bird B-10319-B). This number has
an interesting aspect. The word
"Octoroon" means one-eighth black
and seven eighths white. In this
piece everything is done in eights;
there are eight solos, and eight fig-
ures. All the figures are done in
series of eights. This is without
doubt one of Shaw's best recordings.
On the back-beat we find a recording
that is not all we might hope for from
Artie Shaw. The number is All I
Remember Is You, in which Helen
Forrest does some fine singing.
as • *
Still on Lunceford and Vocation
we have Look DOU'll That LOIltSOMC
Road, No. 4831.
This Look DO1C7I is so terrific you
couldn't even beat it. Willie Smith
is again at his best, but some of his
figures remind us of some of his
records about five years ago. The
whole thing is an intricate and fine
!arrangement. Jimmie Young does an
outstanding vocal, outstanding be-
cause of the inflections he uses in his
voice. Thomas takes some solid tenor
work, and look out for the last cho-
rus trumpet work. That guy (who-
ever he is) has no limit to screeching
out high notes and he really goes
way up. Bend your ears for his
work.
On the flip-over is another fine rendi-
tion but not up to Look Down. Sax
work is found on the first chorus and
beautifully done typically Lunceford.
Three trombones now get off assem-
ble into a smooth chorus. Next comes
some fine piano work which is unusual
for a Lunceford disc; usually you don't
hear much from Lunceford's piano man,
but he does a tasty bit here. It's a good
side, but not the best.
campus Corduroys
Light-weight corduroy has a new fall
feeling. Suit in brown, wine, rust,
and blue. 5.90
Separate skirt and jacket, 2.95 each.
gre grace Shoppe
ORONO, MAINE
FRESHMEN — UPPERCLASSMEN
Typewriters for Illire or Sale
Student Rate Rental—$.1.00 per month, $10.00 4 months
NEW AND REBUILT MACHINES
OFFICE OR PORTABLE MODELS
All Makes as Low as $4.00 Monthly
Call Dave Astor, Tau Epsilon Phi House
Tel. 11
•
•
•
UNDERGRADUATES—
Keep your parents and friends informed of your
activities. Send them a CAMPUS.
Subscription Rates—$1.00 per year
Send name and address to Subscription Manager,
Box 69, Alumni Hall, Campus
•
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Breton, Treat
Are Appointed
Head Procters
Kruse, Pease, and Boyer
Named Proctors In
Women's Dorms
Leon Breton, '40, and NVilliam
Treat, '40, have been appointed head
proctor and assistant head proctor, re-
spectively of the freshman men's
dormitories. Breton is president of
the Men's Student Senate, a member
of the Interfraternity Council, was on
the varsity basketball squad, and pres-
ident of the Sophomore Owls. Treat
is treasurer of the Students' Arts
Club, was editor of the Campus, and
is a Senior Skull.
Other proctors at Hannibal Hamlin
are Roger Stearns, Willard Fender-
son, Norman Marriner, Charles Ar-
bor, Joseph Harrington, Wallace
Beardsell, Kenneth Robertson, Valter
Stisulis, and James Fitzpatrick, Jr.
At Oak Hall the proctors are George
Grant, Philip Curtis, Wilson Alford,
Norris Adams, and James Harris.
Elizabeth Kruse, '40, is proctor at
the Maples, and Virginia Pease, '40,
is at North Hall. Miss Kruse has
been secretary of W'omen's Student
Government, on the freshman commit-
tee of the Y.W.C.A., is an All Maine
Woman, and a member of Chi Omega
sorority. Miss Pease was a Sopho-
more Eagle, in charge of the Campus
broadcast, treasurer of Alpha Omi-
cron Pi sorority, an associate editor
of the Prism, and is a member of the
Arts Club, and a star reporter on the
Campus.
Azalea Boyer, '38, has been appoint-
ed graduate assistant at the newly-
finished freshman wing at the Elms.
While in college, Miss Boyer was
president of Balentine Hall, vice pres-
ident of Sigma Mu Sigma, and a
member of Der Deutsche Verein, W.
S.G.A.„Arts Club. and the Y.M.C.A.
Dean Allen Makes
Faculty Changes Announced;
Many Departments Affected
Faculty appointments and promo-
tions including the Dean of Graduate
Study and three department heads
have been announced by President
Arthur A. Hauck.
John \V. Gebhard, a graduate of
the University of Michigan, is an in-
structor in psychology. Lawrence Lee
Pelletier, graduate of Bowdoin Col-
lege, will be an instructor in govern-
ment and history. Merwin A. Mars-
ton, a graduate of Maine, and Walter
H. Kittams. a graduate of Utah State
Agricultural College, will serve as
gradate assistants in wildlife conser-
vation
Miss Joan H. Stacy, a graduate of
Smith College, will be an assistant in
biology. Elaine Van Nostrand and
Marion Borden, both graduates of
Maine, will be assistants in the library.
Miss Margaret E. Cassidy has been
appointed instructor in physical edu-
cation for women.
Harold M Woodbury, a Maine
graduate, has been appointed an in-
structor of physical education for
men. Wilbur P. Pierce, of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin and Dartmouth,
will be an instructor in botany. Carl
A. Osgood, a Maine graduate, will
instruct in mechanical engineering.
John C. Osborne, graduated from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, has
been appointed a graduate fellow in
animal pathology. \V. B. Ennis, of
the University of Tennessee, has been
appointed to the Maine Canners' fel-
lowship.
Reed H Ellis and Melvin V. Lan-
don, graduates of Bowdoin and Wil-
liams colleges respectively, have been
named graduate assistants in physics.
fields.
Karl N. Hendrickson, graduated
from the University of Maine, and
John H. Kalil, from the University
of New Hampshire, will act as gradu-
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Music and Radio Courses
Y W 
Beth Pendleton, of Waterville, a
graduate of Colby in 1935 and student
Councilor there for the past year, has
been appointed secretary of the Y.W.
C.A., it was announced recently.
Miss Pendleton majored in sociol-
ogy at Colby, and did graduate work
at Andover Newton Theological,
School, from which she received her!
Bachelor of Divinity degree in 1938.!
While there, she worked as director,
of young people's activities at Welles-
ley Hills Congregational Church, Cen-
tral Square Baptist Church in Cam-
bridge, and Union Church in Boston.:
She also directed junior choirs.
Miss Pendleton is interested in both
ate assistants in civil engineering, music and athletics. She has studied
Leaves of absence have been grant-
ed to Fay Hyland, assistant professor
of botany and entomology, and Law-
rence L. Osborn, instructor in chemis-
try, to do advanced work in their
Roy M. Peterson, head of the de-
partment of Romance Languages and
director of the Summer Session, has
been appointed Dean of Graduate tennis instructor for the past two sum- vidual schedules of students.
Study to succeed Dean Emeritus mers at Camp Fleur-de-Lis in New Registrations for Applied Music
George D. Chase, who retired in June, Hampshire.
1938, after serving for fifteen years. • Her office will be at the M.C.A.
Professor J. Robert Smythe has building.
been appointed head of the newly cre-
ated department of poultry husbandry, pro,.Dorsey Receives For Book Borrowing Head Cheerleader
Have Studios
Additions in the departments of
music and public speaking which will
improve the facilities for teaching
these courses were made this summer,
Dean Edward J. Allen announced to-
day.
Four studios have been provided in
North Stevens during the summer for
the study of Applied Music. Two of
the rooms are equipped with a grand
piano, one with an upright piano, and
one large recital room with a stage
and two grand pianos. The rooms are
air-conditioned, sound-proofed, and
accoustically treated.
The Applied Music instruction, as
mm. the past, is furnished through an
affiliation with the Northern Conserv-
atory of Music Bangor. The sub-
jects offered are: violin, piano, organ,
voice, and the orchestral and band in-
struments. The instruction is given
on the campus by Conservatory faculty
members at hours to meet time indi-
Installed
should be completed on or before up-
perclass registration, Tuesday, Sep-
tember 19. Professor Sprague should
be consulted at 15 North Stevens on
the above date for the assignment of
instruction and practice hours. His
office hours are from 8:00 a.m. to
12:00 M. and 1:30 to 3:00 p.m.
Complete facilities for classes in
radio speaking, comparing favoarbly
with those of any university in the
country have been acquired.
Room 270 Stevens has been com-
pletely renovated, providing for a
studio, a control room, a conference
room, and a lecture room. The vari-
ous sections are separated by sound-
proof materials. A large glass front
and a loudspeaker make it possible
for the students in the lecture room
both to see and hear those broadcast-
ing from the studio which is equipped
like a professional studio. The new
studios will also be used for classes in
speech correction and in making re-
cordings.
in the College of Agriculture. The
(Continued on Page Five)
voice for nine years and plays the
piano, violin, and bass viol. While in
Boston, she played in the Newton
Symphony Orchestra.
She was a member of the basketball,
volleyball, hockey, and tennis teams
at Colby and won a cup in the Colby
Health League. She has been head
•
ngineering Honor
L. M. Dorsey, professor of dairy
husbandry, was recently elected to full
When a book is taken out of the li-
brary, both cards in the back must be
signed and laid on the main desk.
William Martin, '15 M.C.A. Holds Joint membership in the American Society Books circulate for one, two, or three
Honored at Rutgers Meeting at Camp of Refrigerating Engineers in New weeks. Unbound magazines, except
Dr. William H. Martin, graduate of
the University, was recently appointed
Dean of the College of Agriculture
of Rutgers University and Director of
tl:e New Jersey Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, according to informa-
tion received at the University. This
appointment places Dr. Martin as one
of the agricultural leaders of the coun-
try.
Dr. Martin was graduated from the
University in the class of 1915. AS a
Trip To Far West student he was very prominent in
Dean Eth%ard J. Allen, of the College
of Arts and Sciences, left Orono with
his family on June both for a trip to
both World's Fairs. While viewing
the Trylon and Perisphere, he stayed
viith relatives in Leonia, New Jersey.
Then through western New York to
Columbus, Ohio, where he visited the
University of Ohio campus. In Den-
ver, Colorado, he saw the famous Colo-
rado Springs, and then on to the San
Louis Valley. At Masburg National
Forest he saw the homes of the Cliff
Dwellers. The Painted Desert, Petri-
fied Forest, and both Grand and Brice
Canyons received visits from our Dean.
He Saw Boulder Dam, built by a
graduate of our University's Tech-
nology College. In Los Angeles the
Dean stayed viith his sister and made
a side jaunt to Arrowhead Lake, the
site of many a thrilling film. There
he got pictures of the movies sets of
"Spawn of the North." Long Beach,
San Diego, and over the Mexican
Border were next on the itinerary.
Turning northward to Sequoia and
(Continued on Page Five)
many activities, starring particularly
in football, of which sport he was
captain his senior year. He was a
member of many societies.
After war service, during which he
gained the rank of lieutenant in the
Air Corps, Dr. Martin became identi-
fied with Rutgers University as a
graduate student, receiving his mas-
ter's degree in 1917 and doctor's de-
gree in 1918. His progress was rapid
during the years which followed, be-
ing appointed Experiment Station,
Plant Pathologist in 1923 and Profes-
sor of Plant Pathology in 1926. Some
of his most outstanding work has been
done with the control of potato dis-
eases. He was recently guest at a big
testimonial dinner given in his honor
at New Brunswick, New Jersey,
where he is located.
Illustrated Bird Lecture
In Little Theatre Oct. 5
An illustrated bird lecture, "The
Color Camera Explores Bird Beha-
vior," will be given by Cleveland Grant
on Thursday, October 5, at 7:30 in the
Little Theatre.
ARROW CLASSICS
I The authentic Gordon (").--.er orford shirt ranks
first with undergraduates I ncause of the distinc-
tive button.dawn roll collar that curves away
from the tie-knot. (Dubbed 'semester shirt'
because of its longevity).
Gordon Dover
2. Th. Sissies, a new Arrow shirt for fall, h•s a low
drape — moderately wide-spread collar. Cur
rently favored in England, Sir. Arrow Susses is
destined to be a campus 'must.' Very smart
and flattering.
Windsor Tab
All Arrow 'lurk •ro Mitoge cut and Sanforized•Shrunk (fabric shrinkage
1%thee ). In whitei end neat pattisrmi — almost • gin e away
at $2 sad $250 All sleeve lengths and neck saes.
Sussex
3. For fall tab shirts should comprise K of your
wardrobe. Th•ir uppish appearance add dignity
end poise. The Windsor tab collar has -quart)
cut points with • higher band around Ilse neck.
A prorequisit• for those men with • propensity
for beg necks.
VIRGIE'S
ORONO
A joint outing of the M.C.A. and
Y.W.C.A. was held at Camp Jordan,
Branch Lake, in Ellsworth, last week-
end. The purpose of the meeting was
to plan activities for the coming year.
The two cabinets met individually and
jointly for discussion. Plans were
made for a campus-wide financial
drive, regular Sunday evening young
peoples' discussion groups, M.C.A.
open house each Saturday evening,
and endorsement of a return engage-
ment of the Harvard Glee Club. The
freshman cabinet was formed in order
to acquaint the freshmen with the ac-
tivities of the upperclass organization.
The group participated in swimming,
other out-of-door sports, and games.
Sunday morning a devotional service
was held on the shore.
Patronize Our Advertisers
York City. This society is made up
of practicing refrigerating specialists
in industrial fields %%herein refrigera-
tion applications are made. The mem-
bership of the society numbers some
eleven hundred in the several grades,
distributed throughout the United
States and many foreign countries.
Professor Dorsey's interests have
been in the specialized field of dairy
refrigeration in connection with milk
and milk products' technological pro-
cessing.
Corbett Is Re-elected
Athletic Board Head
Lamert S. Corbett, dean of men, was
re-elected chairman of the board of
athletics at a meeting of the board last
night, Ted S. Curtis, faculty manager ,
of athletics said today. This makes!
the tenth consecutive year Dean Cor-
bett has held this position.
NEW
Arrow Shirts with Arrow Collars
Designed for Undergraduates
WINDSOR TAB
Of English origin, high loci and bend.
square cornered collar. If you're tall
or have a long neck Windsor tab is
your collar.
TREND
A longer pointed collar with slight
sro away from tie knot. Very smait.
SUSSEX
Moderately wide-spread, low drape
collar, with celluloid inserts at collar
points French cuffs. most popular
collar in England. Achieves sonar.
sophisticated appearance.
RADNOR
Round point collar worn with or with-
out collar pin. Smart for dress up
occasions.
GORDON DOVER
Button.down soft collar oxford shirt
with long points. Most distinctive fea-
ture is the outward roll of the collar.
Particularly good for wear with tweeds
and sportswear.
All Arrow Shirts ore Sanforized-shrunk (fabric shrink-
age less than 1%). Get yours today. $2 up.
ARROW SHIRTS
COLLARS . . TIES ... HANDKERCHIEFS... UNDERWEAR
FOR ARROW SHIRTS
DOBBS HATS, PHOENIX HOSE, HART, SCHAFFNER &
MARX SUITS, STONE FACE TOPCOATS and McGREGOR
SPORTSWEAR
FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
"Maine's Largest Men's Store"
the most recent issues, circulate for
one week. One and two week books
are not renewable. Three ma eek books
may be renewed, if not wanted by
someone else, but are subject to recall
any time after the first date due. Books
may be recalled at any time for re-
serve. The last person signing a book
is responsible for it.
Reserved books are called for by
author and title at the reserved book
desk, and the card signed and left at
the desk. The books are returned
through the slot on the desk. These
books must be kept in the library
building during library hours, but they
may be taken out one half hour before
closing time and must be returned
within one half hour after the next
Milford Cohen, a junior, has been
appointed head cheerleader for the
coining year, it was announced recent-
ly. Other cheerleaders will be Helen
Wormwood, Constance Philbrook, Lu-
cille Maddocks, Barbara Ashworth, and
some freshman candidates.
The squad, which may be enlarged
later, is now working on plans for
new cheers and improvements of the
old ones.
opening. Books taken out over night
must be checked out at the desk dur-
ing the last hour before closing.
Notices are sent for overdue books.
The charges are five cents for the first
notice, fifteen cents for second notice,
twenty-five cents for messenger, letter
or telephone call. There is a fine on
each book, although several may be
due at the same time.
WE CORDIALLY INVITE
the Freshmen to inspect our new Fall line of
CAMPUS WEAR AND PARTY DRESSES
Main Street Bangor, Maine
Professor Ellis
Edits Text On
U.S. Literature
Others Collaborate
In Compiling
Anthology
The first volume of "A College
Book of American Literature," edited
by Prof. Milton Ellis, head of the
department of English at the Uni-
versity of Maine, and two other
scholars, has just been issued from the
presses of the American Book Comp-
pany. The other editors of the an-
thology, the second volume of which
will appear soon, are Louise Pound,
professor of English at the Univer-
sity of Nebraska, and George W.
Spohn, professor of English at St.
Olaf College.
The first volume covers the period
from the beginnings of American
literature to the middle of the last
century. The opening chapter, on
colonial writers, is followed by that
on the literature of the provinces.
Then follow chapters on "Revolution
and Reorganization" and "The Rise
of Romanticism and of National Lit-
erary Consciousness." The final sec-
tion, on the earlier nineteenth cen-
tury writers, includes excerpts from
such authors as Washington Irving,
William Cullen Bryant, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, James Greenleaf Wittier,
Henry Thoreau, James Russell Low-
ell, Edgar Allen Poe, and lesser
known figures.
Each historical division is preceded
by a sketch of the social and political,
the religious and intellectual charac-
teristics of the period. Selections
from each author are accompanied
by a biographical note which goes
beyond the who's who catalogue of
dates, adding comments on the writ-
er s style and place in the life of his
(Continued on Page Five)
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Swannie's Shoe Repair
Shop & Shine Parlor
Located Under the Bank, Orono
• • •
Beauty at Buflum's
a Holiday—instead of
an Ordeal
• •
BUFFUM BEAUTY SHOP
Orono
33 Main St.
Tel. 95
•
Donning, fun. whew,nq
vow go. Gr•at stuff
vown alon• Or With
Peopl.,
REE
AN,woye, no ound -oc
Ploy. indoor., outdoors, anywhere. Se•
sweat set at vow supply ..‘••
It ploys 0, you trowni.
Term canoesng, not.
mg, 'wisdom.
AT MAINE
WHO WANTS THIS G. E.CARRYABOUT FREE?
Complete with Batteries—Retails $19.95
GIVEN to the student who best completes this simple se
ntence in 20
words or less: "Sheaffer's Fineline pencil is best for classroom
work because 
PONIf I Like the "pony" full of answers in the bock of the book t
his
contest is a cinch—for here are samples of Fineline information
that will help you write the kind of an entry that may win for you this great radio:
" boccesa dowble-length, thin, Wong leads ore pernionently sham" " . . becalm
Fineline's sane- weight balanc• and Reely-held point enobl• ow to write accurate shorthand
and mair• graph., sketch., mechanical drawings. "trecaww F inelin• leads cn.no In 4
colon, and on averag• yeer's sweetly coste only 1Sc " " . . becawsre Finelin• has a dowblenieed
reversible propelling eraser." " ...became to One a Iln• mat.. Interlining, mall note., Sowing, de
ck
soup Mr awl" , Swoons* Fin•line Is the only REAL pencil writing improvement in E4 years." GO
AFTER iii WIN, and have ineen, spode, entertainment, ...or whs.,
MAKE SO ENTRIES IF YOU LIKE!
(oaten rwleu• At yen dealer, nave the soles slip yen ern when yew realm° Sheaffe• perchase of 10c
or more (SKRIP, leads, adh.iwes, owe. Pencil*, ). Write no., .nn, on O., PI•l• OS P.O.' and
wed 0 and the soles slip to Canyabout Radio Cornea, W. A. Sheenier Pen Co 
, Fort Madison,
Iowa Send as many as you like—eoth ha.. chance to wInl lads.' decision anal. lud
o.. An od
eepert, a lawyer, a minister. Remember—vote are concreting with godents on non ow
n campus
only. Winner will ..1.1•0 his radio on November I horn dealer Indicated on sales slip
.
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Pale Blue Team Looks For Win---Tennis Booming
Maine Bruins Open
Saturday Against
Arnold College
Black Bears To Be
In Good Shape
For Game
ARNOLD STRONG
Veteran Blue Eleven
Is Expected
To Win
By Jerry Schmidt
On the lush green turf of
Alumni Field this coming Satur-
day, Coach Brice will roll out
his new 1939 model opposition-
crusher to test its unknown pow-
er against the footballers from
Arnold College of New Haven,
Connecticut.
Arnold, incidentally the Alma Mater
of our own athletic director and train-
er, Stan1Vallace, will field an aggrega-
tion which includes ten of last year's
lettermen. These men are mostly ends,
tackles, and backs, however, which
means that the center of the Arnold
line may be weak and inexperienced.
If this is so, then Burr, Cook, and
Genge should have a field day playing
in the Arnold backfield.
If, on the other hand, the athletes
from New Haven prove able to sweep
the ends and toss effective passes, then
our Bears will have to keep on their
toes and be ready for a razzle-dazzle
offensive.
Maine is well able to cope with such
a plan of attack, especially since the
line includes many veterans of pre-
vious years, and the whole starting
lineup played together last year. With
a fast low-charging line and capable
experienced backs, the prospects for a
Blue victory are good.
Starting Lineup
The tentative starting lineup includes
Roger Stearns, a junior, at left end;
Hal Dyer, a left tackle with two years'
experience; and Ed Cook, at left guard,
playing his third varsity year for
Maine. Ken Burr will probably start
at center, the same berth he played so
well last year.
Clary Genge, Joe Harrington, or
Mac Roberts will guard Burr on the
right. Genge has been out, due to a
stomach disorder, and if he recovers
in time he will play. Otherwise Har-
rington or Roberts will get the nod.
Fisherman and man-mountain Stan
Johnson is slated to start at right tac-
kle, where last year's varsity experi-
ence will be needed. Either Red Lane
or Spencer Leek, from Bangor, will
fill the right end position.
Quarterback and signal-caller is a
toss-up between Jack Reitz and Bob
Bennett. Both are juniors and frater-
nity brothers, and last year they alter-
nated at quarterback. Reitz was in-
jured last week, but will probably be
ready by game time. No one can
hazard a guess as to whether Bennett's
new mustache will affect his style of
play.
Dick Dyer, brother of Hal, may start
at left half, with flashy junior Charlie
Arbor carrying the mail from the right
halfback post. Dyer has been dogged
by an injury jinx for the past two
years, but now is in fine fettle for
Saturday's tussle. Doc Gerrish will
be well able to use his three seasons
experience at fullback, and his triple-
threat advantage towards a team vic-
tory.
Jenkins Builds
New Freshman
Harrier Squad
Creamer And Moody
Are Experienced
Runners
Coach Jenkins will have to pick his
freshman cross country team from six-
ty-five hopefuls this fall. At the pres-
ent writing no time trials have been
held. Therefore all the positions are
wide open.
As usual the vast majority of the
team has had no previous experience
in cross country. However, a few
men, such as Moody and Creamer, have
run some high school cross country.
Despite this, Coach Jenkins believes
that some of his hopefuls will develop
into fair runners. "Many of our best
cross country men," said the genial
coach, "never ran until they came to
the University." "Perhaps," he added,
"another Don Smith will come out of
this group."
Keep America out of War.
"Pete" Mallet
Appointed As
Frosh Coach
Graduate Will Act
As Assistant To
Coach Jones
Alfred P. MaIlett, varsity football
man who graduated last year, has been
appointed assistant coach for freshman
fotball, it was announced by Theodore
S. Curtis, faculty manager of athletics.
"Pete," as he was more familiarly
known, was a prominent member of the
class of 1939. He hails from South
Portland and was a major in mathe-
matics at the University. He made
the Dean's List both semesters of his
junior year and during the same year
was elected to the Scabbard and Blade.
He was an active member of Sigma
Delta Zeta (mathematics club) and
the Spanish Club. He won his "M"
in football, participating in that sport
during all his four years at the Uni-
versity. He was acting captain of
the varsity football team in several of
its games last year.
He is a member of Phi Gamma Del-
ta social fraternity.
Intramural Sports
To Start Sunday
Intramural football, the first in a
series of intramural athletic programs,
will start this week according to sche-
dules released by the I.M.A.A. recent-
ly.
The tournament is divided up into
two leagues, the Northern and the
Southern, with an equal number of
teams taking part in each. As this
writer can well testify, the Intramural
games are almost as exciting as the
varsity contests, with the added advan-
tage that they are open to anyone
who wishes to attend.
There is plenty of rivalry between
the teams and a fine spirit of competi-
tion which should be promoted. The
Campus will carry a weekly report on
the Intramural contests, and notices of
future games will be published in ad-
vance.
The intramural season opens Sun-
day, October 1, with four football
games, two scheduled to begin at 1:30
p.m. and two at 2:30. Sigma Nu will
play Kappa Sigma; Phi Mu Delta, last
year's champions, will meet Alpha
Gamma Rho; Phi Eta Kappa will bat-
tle Sigma Chi; and Lambda Chi Al-
pha will test its strength against that
of the 395 Club.
Varsity Cross-
Country Team
Very Strong
Don Smith Expected
To Lead Harriers
To Victories
There is reason enough for Coach
Chester Jenkins' worried looks of last
spring to change to smiles this fall.
"There is no reason why we should
not have even a better varsity cross
country team than that of last year,"
he said, when approached concerning
the prospects for the 1939 fall season
in varsity cross country.
"As a man gains experience, natural-
ly we look for an improvement," Coach
Jenkins explained. He feels that Don
Smith, the present New England cham-
pion, should be at the peak of his
running career. Veterans Blaisdell,
Ehrlenbach, Whicher, and Butterworth
are also expected to be in tip-top shape
for the current season.
Other lettermen who are back this
year include Jack Dequine and "Smok-
ey" Jordan. Mark Ingraham, "Jack"
Gatcomb, and Harold Garfinkle are
outstanding prospects from last year's
freshman squad.
The first meet this fall will take
place here at Orono, October 14, with
New Hampshire as the contending
team. "New Hampshire," said Coach
Jenkins, "has always put up a great
battle in years past. Maine won the
Ness Hampshire meet last year by
only three points and by only one point
in the two years preceding that."
It is rather early in the season to
make any definite prediction concern-
ing the team's prospects. The men
have had no chance to prove themselves
in actual competition, so nothing can
really be said until the time trials are
run.
However, the fact that the more ex-
perience one gets, the more improve-
ment one shows would lead the ob-
server to believe that with the large
number of experienced men returning,
this year's varsity cross country team
should have a rather successful season.
Parade--Rally Friday
Opens Football Season
A mammoth rally in the
Memorial Gymnasium to-
morrow night at 6:30 will
mark the beginning of
Maine's 1939 football sea-
son. All students will join
in a torchlight parade and
march to the gymnasium.
The games this year, as in years
past, will be refereed by student offi-
cials. Among those who have been
chosen are Adams, Astor, Harris,
Brown, Cohen, Curtis, Lane, Peabody,
Browne, Small, Hoctor, Stuart, Blake,
and Johnston.
By Dave Astor
The "Destiny Squad" they may well be called. Yes, this year's varsity
football team may be called that before the gridiron season is over. This Sat-
urday it takes the field for the first game in the high hopes of a successful
season. And for good reason they'll be highly confident. The backfield is
strong and the !me is Men stronger—men with experience in every position.
All this sounds good until one asks if there are any reserves for the backfield.
Ineligibility and injuries have robbed the Pale Blue of necessary replacements.
The loss of Ray Harnish via the injury route and Nat Crowley and Tom
Pollock by the scholastic method has placed the destiny of the backfield in the
hands of Dame Fortune, for there is little in the way of halfback reserves.
Should Dame Fortune smile, the Maine team is destined to go far. Should
this lady of fate turn her head, in the form of hard luck and injuries, destiny
may stack the cards against the Black Bears.
At present it seems as though the madame of Fortune is smiling—the
entire team will be in good shape for the season's opener. But neither biologist
nor psychologist has been able to determine what's behind a woman's smile.
Is this the smile of victory, or the smirk signifying defeat!' The team is
ready; the backfield is able; hut is Dame Fortune willing !ft
Whither will be their destiny! ...Only time will tell.
Each year the freshmen come in and are forced to abide by a set of
stringent rules which are enforced by the Sophomore Owls. This column
heartily approves of the rules and of the Owls because they have proven their
benefits many times over. However, the colunm also believes that the plebes
should have sonic opportunity of avenging themselves (in a good-natured
manner) over their perennial enemies, the sophs. We are not advocating the
outlawed freshman-sophomore fights, but by the pushball contests, which were
dropped last year, or something similar. The writer well remembers the
glorious feeling when in his freshman year the sophomores were defeated. It's
a rugged game pushing, or rather trying to push the six-foot ball around; it's
a great spectacle for the spectators to see; and it's a wonderful feeling for
the conquerors. The freshmen deserve the chance and the sophomores, this
column believes, are ready to accept the challenge and keep the first-year men
in their places.
Things and stuff ...For the first time in the history of the University,
the varsity football games will be broadcast—the station being WLBZ. The
outstanding part of our basketball broadcasts and of our coming football
broadcasts is that the Maine backs will not go tearing through the line with
the power of blank blank gasoline, and the Pale Blue notesmen will not be
playing as though they have eaten blah blah cereal in the morning ...Mike
Cohen, flacly-elected head cheerleader, says that this year uill see a new
era in Maine cheerleading. He says that he and his staff will always be
to accept any suggestions that might be offered....Three cheers, Ted
Curtis will finally have an assistant—he really needs one The newly-appoint-
ed assistant will work well in the Maine sports setup. Incidentally, Ted has
some fifteen of his winter sports protegees working out every day for what
appears to be the best winter sports team in the history of the University....
This column will follow in the footsteps of its predecessors by attempting to
predict the football games. Predictions for this week:
Maine 13—Arnold 0
Colby 19—New Hampshire 13
Bates 12—American Int. 0
(please do not laugh too hard, you might disturb your neighbor.)
Tennis, due to the yeoman work of Dr. William Small seems to be the
coming sport of the University. Over 100 enthusiasts are participating in
the tournament which started this week. Our prediction is that Pratt or Peirce
will win the singles title and that Pratt and Pinanski will grab the doubles
title....To the athletes who will soon be making names for themselves:
As Confucius might have said, "He who gets big head will soon be big pain."
DON'T FORGET THE RALLY!
Over 100 Hopefuls
Enter Annual Fall
Tennis Tournament
Value Of The
Javee Squad
Is Explained
Today's Jayvees Will
Be Tomorrow's
Varsity
Many persons have the erroneous
idea that the Jayvees are castoffs of
the varsity—men that haven't enough
sense to admit that they can't play
football. This is a false impression.
According to Coach Jack Moran,
the purpose of the Junior Varsity is to
give the players a 'Football eye.' They
take men who do not have the
fundamentals of the game and teach
them these essentials. Few people
realize that when Joe College grabs
the ball and runs sixty yards for a
touchdown there are, behind that play,
years of training in the fundamentals
of football—in blocking, passing, run-
ning, and co-ordination. It is the duty
of the Jayvee Team to take players
who do not have a natural football
ability but who have a possibility of
mastering the technique, and giving
them the finesse required by the var-
sity. As Jack Moran aptly put it,
"The Jayvees are the rough diamonds
of football that, when polished, be-
come the shining stars of the varsity."
It is the purpose of the Jayvees to
supply material to fill in the weak
places in the varsity—places left by
graduation and injury. Their duty is
to train men in the basic principles of
football. The question may arise, 'If
these men are varsity bound, why don't
they win more games and by bigger
scores?' The answer is simple. In
practice the emphasis is not put on
team work so much as on the develop-
ment of individual players who will be
of service to the varsity next year or
the year after. Also, you will notice
that in a Jayvee game more than the
first eleven play, in fact, practically the
entire squad of more than forty see
service. The plays that they use are
simple and fundamental. In effect,
they are obtaining the 'Football eye.'
To prove that the Jayvees are a
training school for the varsity, you need
only look at the ranks of this year's
varsity squad. A few of those who
have conic up by way of the Jayvees
are: Stan Johnson, Red Lane, Spud
Peabody, Sid Brody, Atwood Smart,
Joe Harrington, and Dick Chase.
So next time you start to turn your
nose up in scorn at 'dose bums on da
Jayvees,' remember first, that this
year's Jayvees are next year's stars.
Plenty of Veterans Give Maine Bear Sharp Claws
Riding the bear are the following Maine football veterans: top, left to
right : Arnold "Red" Lane, Ed Cook, Charlie Arbor, Dick Dyer, and Stan
Johnson; bottom, Ken Burr, Harold "Doc" Gerrish, Clary Genge, and Her-
bert "Spud" Peabody.
Pierce Runner-Up
Last Year, Is
Top Seeded
FAST COMPETITION
Freshmen Look
Good, Says
Small
Coach Small set in motion the un-
wieldy structure of the largest fall
tennis tournament in the history of the
University by announcing over the
weekend the drawings of players. From
101 netmen, of whom 44 are freshmen
and 57 upperclassmen, will come a new
champion to succeed Vernon Kent, the
champion of 1938. A galaxy of dark
horses have appeared in the tourna-
ment.
Top seeded and capable of garner-
ing a string of victories is Dick Pierce,
winner of the indoor tournament of
last year. Bob Hamilton, seeded two,
should go far if he maintains his win-
ning play of last spring. Crockett and
Thurston of the varsity team are cer-
tain to conic through with victories.
Coming up from the freshman squad
'will be Guard and DeShon who will
be fighting for places among varsity
members.
Other players worth watching will
be Pratt and Pinansky, of the fresh-
men, and Rogers, a junior. Pratt
played number one for Caribou High
and was runner-up in the state inter-
scholastic tournament. Pinansky played
for Portland High. Rogers is a trans-
fer front Boston University.
The facilities for such a large tour-
nament are rather inadequate and it is
hoped that players will arrange match-
es as quickly as possible to offset these
conditions. At the conclusion of the
singles tournament, doubles play will
begin. Follow ing on the heels of the
fall matches will be the varsity and
freshman ladder matches held indoors
for the purpose of aiding the selection
of varsity and freshman teams.
Frosh Gridmen
Preparing For
4 Game Season
Over Fifty Frosh
Have Drawn
Uniforms
Phil Jones greeted the 1939 squad
of freslunan footballers this week.
Some fifty suits were issued to the
freshmen who will face a four-game
schedule comprised of Ricker, Kents
Hill, the Junior N'arsity, and Bridgton.
While everything is open to change,
a few players have shown unquestion-
able ability. Brock and Fryburg are
two good backs; Edelstein and Haines
are fighting for the fullback position;
Sevasuk and Ward have shown prom-
ise in the halfback slots, while Buckley
is showing up well at quarter. In the
line squad appear Bill and Dave Hard-
ing, who are Maine's first football
twins. Johnson, Aldous, Lyon, Weir,
and Robinson are staging a merry bat-
tle. Wright is outstanding among the
ends, but Sinkinson, Brown, and G.
Hardy arc close behind. Howard is
playing center for the Frosh.
Coach Jones thinks the outlook for
the season is favorable.
Sigma Mu Sigma Stag
Dance in Gymnasium
A stag dance will be held by Sigma
Mu Sigma, honorary psychology fra-
ternity, Friday evening, September
29th, in Alumni Gymnasium at 8
o'clock.
Features of the evening will include
a free admission for the person arriv-
ing at the "psychological moment,"
and a prize for the individual standing
nearest the "psychological spot" at a
certain tune. Several novelty dances
will also he given.
The proceeds of the dance are to
be used for the Sigma Mu Sigma
scholarship fund.
Off-Campus Women Hold
Party for Frosh Girls
An Off
-Campus Women's Get Ac-
quainted party was held Thursday
evening in the M C.A. building in
honor of the freshman women.
Peace is the new patriotism.
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(Continued from Page Three)
times.
The editors have emphasized the
important connection between Ameri-
can literary expression and the ideas
and experiences of the people. Many
of the selections, especially in the
earlier part of the book, were, there-
fore, chosen not so much for their
literary merit as for their reflection
of these ideas and experiences.
The editors, also, have called atten-
tion to the literary theories of nine-
teenth century writers and the con-
sistency with which they hold to them.
It is your duty to keep well informed
in order that the United States may
keep out of war.
Peace is the new patriotism.
Whiteman, Waring
Highlight Program
Paul Whiteman every Wednesday
and Fred Waring five nights a week,
broadcasting from their own play-
houses in the center of New York's
theatre district, are the Chesterfield
radio offerings for the coming fall and
winter season. In fact, the huge Fred
NVaring organization entertains its
theatre audience for a half-hour after
every air show, and the Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Company's New York
office is busy filling thousands of ticket
requests daily from metropolitan fans
as well as visitors from all over the
country, who are anxious to see these
two great entertainers in person.
The new Fred Waring "Pleasure
Time" program is broadcast from
Monday through Friday evenings in
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
Good Luck to Class of '43
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Held over until Saturday
"THE RAINS CAME"
Myrna Loy, Tyrone Power,
George Brent
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Fred MacMurray
Madeleine Carroll
in
The Romantic Comedy
"HONEYMOON IN
BALI"
with
Alan Jones, Akim Tamiroff
BIJOU
BANGOR
Held over
The Screen Hit
"THE WOMEN"
A Screen Play All About Men
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed
‘Vallace Beery
in
"THUNDER AFLOAT"
with Chester Morris
A timely story of the submarine
chasers
5TRP141)
ORONO
Thurs., Sept. 28
Bob Burns
"OUR LEADING
CITIZEN"
Fri. & Sat., Sept. 29-30
Kay Francis, Carol Lombard
Cary Grant
"IN NAME ONLY"
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 1-2
Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins
George Brent
"THE OLD MAID"
Tut s
"QUICK MILLIONS"
with
the Jones Family
Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 4-5
"ADVENTURES OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES"
with Basil Rathborn
News & Comedy
bee quarter-hour programs, over a na-
tional NBC network. The popular
Whiteman half-hour program is a
rtgular Wednesday feature for mil-
lions of listeners from coast to coast
Stars of the Fred Waring program
are Donna Dae, eighteen-year-old bal-
lad singer, Patsy Garrett and Jane
Wilson, tenors Stuart Churchill and
Gordon Goodman, baritone Jimmy At-
kins, Poley McClintock, comedy
drummer, and the "Two Bees and a
Honey" trio. The program opens up
each night with the new theme song
"While a Chesterfield Was Burning."
The Paul Whiteman program, set-
ting a brilliant pace for variety and
musical mastery, goes into another
season as one of radio's outstanding
entertainments. Featured voices in-
clude lovely, talented Joan Edwards,
the Four Modernaires and Clark Den-
nis, tenor. And probably never before
have so many outstanding musicians
appeared on one popular program. Be-
sides Whiteman himself, there are Roy
Bargy, pianist and assistant director,
who arranges many of the band's num-
bers, Charlie Teagarden, one of the
finest "hot" trumpeters of all time—
Al Gallodoro, America's top saxophon-
ist, who leads such artists as Sal Fran-
zella, Frank Simeone and Art Delin-
• •
BILL CASEY
is your answer to your
haircut problem; any style
Theatre Bldg Orono, Me.
We are at your Service
safe place to ecou oat ize
When you think of food
think of Myers Grocery
Phone 225 - 403
•
10'.; Discount
Clothing for Particular
Men
JAKE'S CLOTHING STORE
25 State St. Bangor, Me.
Bring in this coupon tot
discount
10% Discount
TRY US FOR MOST
EVERYTHING
PARKS' HARDWARE& VARIETY
Plumbing & Heating
31-37 Mill St. Orono, Me.
The Campus Barber
Shop
Is in Fernald Hall at the Rear
of the Store
It is One of the Cleanest in the
State
You Cannot Get a Better Job Done
Anywhere
UNWERSITY BARBER
SHOP
Drop in and Say
HELLO
NOTICE
Weekly meetings of the
members and candidates
for the CAMPUS staff will
be held each Friday at 1:00
p.m. on the third floor of
the M.C.A. building, begin-
ning tomorrow. Atten-
dance is compulsory for
both members and candi-
dates.
Eagles Introduced To
Frosh Girls Last Week
The freshman %% omen met at the Lit-
tle Theatre early Friday afternoon for
the purpose of meeting their Sopho-
more Eagles
The President of the Eagles, Mar-
garet Phillips, gave a talk concern-
ing the duties of a freshman Special
emphaisis was placed upon the tattle-
tale green lids and their proper posi-
tion upon the crania of the under-
privileged
Each Eagle was introduced and the
names of her Eaglets were read. Af-
ter introductions each Eagle met her
proteges for a short informal discus-
sion before the close of the meeting.
ger in the "Sax Soctette" unit—"The
Bouncing Brass," with Goldie Gold-
field, Teagarden, Bob Cusamano and
Hall Mathews— and many other
names fatuous to lovers of jazz and
swing.
FACULTY CHANGES
(Continised from Page Three)
department ssas formerly a division
within the department of animal hus-
bandry.
Professor H. B. Kirshen has been
appointed head of the department of
economics and sociology of which he
has been acting head for the past two
years.
Professor Clarence E. Bennett has
been appointed head of the department
of physics. He has been acting head
of the department since 1937.
Irving Henry Prageman has been
promoted from assistant to associate
professor of mechanical engineering
L. D. Stephenson, Jr., has been
changed in rank from instructor to
assistant professor of civil engineer-
ing.
Joseph M. Trefethen, formerly an
instructor, is now an assistant pro-
fessor of geology.
Walter W. Chadbourne has been
promoted from an associate to a full
professor of economics and business
administration.
Herbert D. Lamson has been ad-
vanced from the rank of assistant pro-
fessor of economics and sociology to
that of associate professor of soci-
ology.
Fred L. Larnoreau has been ad-
vanced from an instructorship to an
assistant professorship in mathematics
and astronomy.
Albert Ames Whitmore, associate
Whether you're a MAINE PHI BETA or a Colby first-
string back ... no matter who you are or where you go,
BEN SKLAR'S at OLD TOWN
has just about everything you need except books. Garments
styled from the leading campuses. The result is the perfect
University wardrobe. The correct three-button models by
HICKEY FREEMAN, TIMELY CLOTHES and many
other HIGH GRADE MAKERS in all the New TWEEDS,
COVERT CLOTHS, WORSTEDS, and CHEVIOTS in
DOUBLY SMART DOUBLE BREASTED—all ready
for you now.
TOP TOPPERS, TURNABOUT, and ZIPPER LINED
THREE WAY COATS. REVERSIBLES as low as
14.95
INDIVIDUAL SPORT COATS are being shown at
BEN'S which will make it practically impossible for you
to be anything but smart. NEWEST and BEST SLACKS
in the CAN'T be copied color blends and patterns that
will PLEASE you.
Call at BEN SKLAR'S in OLD TOWN FOR SMART
CLOTHING, SHOES, AND FURNISHINGS.
You will find BEN on the campus daily. A representative
will call at your room.
Call OLD TOWN 10-11 for anything you wish delivered.
•
SOCI ETY
Engagements Announced
Several engagements and marriages
of University students and recent grad-
uates were announced during the past
summer and fall.
Irvia Hinckley's marriage to Harold
Crabtree, of Ellsworth, on September
24, is the most recent. Louise Ohne-
sorge, '39, and Russell Leafe, '40, were
married and are now residing in Old
Town. Emily Dean. '39, was married
to Cecil Daggett and is living in Phil-
adelphia, Pa. Genevieve Weill, French
transfer student in 1937, was married
to Alexander Reid, a journalist, at
Glasgow.
Ruth Pagan, '39, and Joseph Hamlin,
'38, were married at Stonington, Me.,
and are residing at Lincoln. Ethelyn
Parkman, '39, and Donald Huff were
married. Ruth Greene. '41, yes mar-
ried to William Wright, Spencer.
Mass. Dora Stacy, '39, was married
last spring.
Lucille Bell, '39, and George Grange,
'36, will be married October 14. Mary
Flanagan, freshman last year, was mar-
ried to Morris Dyer at Madison. Wi-
nona Robinson, also of the class of '42,
was married to Walter Gay.
Wallace Gleason and Elizabeth
Drummond, both of '38, were married
in Orono and are now living in New
Jersey.
The engagement of Elizabeth, Emery,
'41, to Maynard Files, '40, has been
announced, as has been that of Priscilla
Hayes, '41, to Lloyd Norton.
Theta Kappa Nu and Lambda Chi
Alpha, national social fraternities, have
combined under the name of the latter
group.
American foundations in 1937 (latest
year for la hich statistics are available)
gave $9,170,318 to educational insti-
tutions.
Will You Help the M.C.A.?
The M.C.A. Drive Is Next Week!
• 
The first college gymnasium in the
U. S. was erected in 1860 at Amherst
College.
M.C.A. Membership Week!
Public opinion will ultimately deter-
mine America's position in regard to
the war. Keep posted.
Do you want a Glee Club? Re-
member the M.C.A.!
professor, is now professor in history
and government.
[GREEN GABLE BARBER SHOP31 Main St. Orono, Me.Popular Prices—Open EveningsM. D. Milheron, Prop.
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Even a Railroad Spike caniltake
like this Jewel of a Parker Pen
f/(1,11"•4(SAYS THE RAILPOSO SPIKE-
0/4/ ONE OF THE
S TORTURE TESTS
/WAS CRIPPLED
FOR LIFE BY
FERRIC CHLORIDE
(ACID) SOLUTION.*
THE C171110( ooe
al(
TELEVISION
,51/Apir .40-4'
GUARANTEED for LIFE'
(against everything except loss or Intentional damage)
We're using more than 250 college
papers to tell students of the 5 devas-
tating and devitalizing feats recently
performed by the Parker Vecumatic to
prove it will last for life. No other pen
we know has ever faced such torture.
Yet the Parker Vecurnatic did it—can
do it say time—and come forth in per-
fect working order.
Pencils to
Match:
$350 to $500
c_io ......AAAA 
arker
VACUMATIC
1st—Filled with heed (wrong ferric
chloride solution which ate sways rail
., road spike) instead4 of with ink, this in
credible pen wrote n
5-mile line with the
acid on • revolving
paper-covered drum
and finished in per-
fect working order.
Pens:
As tar Goo was.—
S500 To $oso
Pens marked with the Rlue Diamond are 'guaranteed for the life of she °weer against
•
everything except loss or intentional damage. etihtect only so a char e of Sic lot
roues', tessureace and handling. provided complete Pm is for 
service.
mark on she
ARROW clip
Guaranteed
for Lk.
SAYS THE PARKER VAGLISAATIE:'N
"I WAS FILLED
WITH THE SAINEACID
-WROTE ALL DAY
-A 5-MILE LINE-
AND I'M JUST AS
GOOD AS EVER!"
ne
2ed—"Illeauli" Test: Parker's Dia-
phragm filler encased moan oxygen bomb
FOR WEEKS. where a single day
equals 6 months' normal age—to prove
it, long life.
3rd —"Electrocution": Every Parker
Diaphragm proved 100% leak-proof by
exposing it to 5.000 volts of electricity
which flashes a red light if there's even
pinhole leak.
ith—"Drip Test": Pens filled end
hung points down for hours in (mild
temperature, then in torrid temperature.
5th--Drepped 3,000 ft from.. air
phew to prove the lovely laminated pearl
barrel end cap are Non-Breakable.
You never saw such a pen. You never
owned one. A oarless pen that holds far
more ink than ordinary rubber sec pens
—shows the ink level at all tames, hence
won't run dry without warning, in classes
or exame So go and see it now and get
It for college and for life.
The Parker Pen Co., Janesville. Wie
Many Stag Dances
Several stag dances, including the
Freshman Registration and Tennis
Club dances, initiated the opening
week of classes.
The freshman stag dance, sponscred
by the M.C.A., was held Monday
evening, September 18, in Memorial
Gymnasium. Music was furnished by
two bands, each made up of freshmen
and upperclassmen. The committee
in charge consisted of Ruth McClel-
land, Robert Goodwin, Bryant Bean,
and Leland Carter.
The annual Registration dance, giv-
en by the American Association of
University Women, was held in Me-
meorial Gymnasium Tuesday, Sep-
tember 19. The committee in charge
was: Miss Marion Buzzell, Mrs. W.
Clifford Nelson, Mrs. Carl Otto, Mrs.
Benjamin Speicher, Miss Pearle Bax-
ter, and Miss E. Faye Wilson. The
chaperons were Dr. and Mrs. Alfred
Turner and Dr. and Mrs. Noah Bry-
an. Watie Akins and his orchestra
furnished the music.
The Tennis Club held its dance in
Alumni Gymnasium Friday evening,
September 22. The committee in
charge was headed by George Ny-
strom. Music was provided by the
Romancers.
DEAN ALLEN
(Continued from Page Three)
General Grant National Forests, he
visited Yosemite. A two-day stopover
at I.eland Stanford University was also
part of the trip. In San Francisco he
stayed with friends while visiting
Treasure Island.
On the move again, he went up the
Redwood Highway to Portland, Ore-
gon, and visited Reed College. An-
other side trek took him up the Colo-
rado River to Bonneville Dam with its
well-known "fish ladders."
Going west again, Dean Allen passed
through Eastern Oregon on his way to
Washington. There he visited Stone-
henge, our replica of the well-known
English Druid ruins. From Stone-
henge he went up the old Colorado
River bed to Dry Falls. Dean Allen
insists these falls could completely
dwarf Niagara but, as the name implies,
they are entirely gone.
Around Spokane, Washington, there
were many forest fires, the smoke from
which could be seen a hundred miles
over the Canadian Border. Next he
visited Canada's and the Saturday
Evening Post's Lake Louise.
Back in the United States and on to
Butte, Montana, then over the border
again for a look at the Canadian Gla-
cial National Park. Afted Yellow-
stone National Park, he went through
Wyoming and on to Denver, Colo-
rado. His daughter stayed there to
attend college.
After a look at Old Faithful, he
went to South Dakota for a view of
the Black Hills Memorial, where our
most illustrious Presidents are being
immortalized in rock. In Minnesota
he visited the University grounds.
Dean Allen then traveled across
Northern Wisconsin to the Great
Lakes. Across the Lakes to Niagara
Falls and then, almost home, he took
another side jaunt to his summer camp
in the Adirondacks. This he closed
for the winter and came back to
Orono, passing through New Hamp-
shire and Vermont. Te arrived at Oro-
no on September 4th. Dean Allen took
one of the most interesting trips in
the world. He "saw America first."
Forty-one foreign nations were rep-
resented in the strident body of Colum-
bia University's summer session.
The only Gaelic college in North
.America is located at St. Anna's Nova
Scotia.
The NI.C.A. Needs Your Support!
U •
JERRY'S
RADIO SERVICE
31 M am St. Oroft ,, Me
Latest Bluebird Records
Tel. 390
• •
1 G. S. HAYES - AgencyReal Estate—InsuranceInvestmentsBank Building 5)000, Mr
•
•
E. J. KELLY- Agency
Real Estate—Insurance
If )ou're looking for a home or
a rental see E. J. Kelly
21 Mill St. Orono, Me.
t\
6 THE MAINE CAMPUS
Arnold Brings
Husky Line,
Ten Veterans
Terriers Invade Maine
With Fast, Light
Backfield
Advance notices from Arnold Col-
lege seem to indicate that Maine's first
game this Saturday afternoon will by
no means be a set-up. Sporting a
heavy line-up and a well-trained back-
field, the visitors are expected to put
up a stiff battle.
Captain Ab Fish, playing end for the
third successive year, is rated as one
of the best defensive end in the history
of the school. Tom Scarso played in
all 60-minute games last year and did
a fine job as tackle.
Doc Powers, full back, though in-
jured for most of last year, now looks
in good shape and should play in regu-
lar style. Doc's punting is considered
above average, Marty Pysmenny,
with three years' experience, will play
guard.
Lyle Benvenuti, a senior letterman,
is a triple threat man, having played
against the Bears two years ago. Al-
though he did not play last year, he is
by far the best all-round back the Red
and Whites possess.
One man worth observing is Herb
Reich who tips the beans at 230. Re-
placements in the line include John
Barbes and Bill Curry at ends, Hank
Smith and Nate Levine at guards,
and at center Allen Zimmerman and
Marty Todd. In the backfield are
George Machnich, Leo Tuchinsky, and
Everett Merrill, the latter hailing from
Newport. Maine, where he attended
the local high school and starred in
football and baseball.
The Terriers will leave New Haven
Friday morning and will travel to
Portland where they will hold a light
practice session. They intend to ar-
rive in Orono early Saturday morn-
ing.
OVER EIGHTY
(Continued from Page One)
Elizabeth High School; Thomas Barker,
training course, Federal Land Bank,
Springfield; Ann Bartlett, Pennsylvania
State College, for master's in chemistry;
Ruth Barton, home economics teacher,
Machias High School; Mary Scarce, grad-
uate student, Simmons College. Boston;
Wilfred Bettoney, cadet engineer, Phoe•
nix Engineering Corp., N. Y. C.; Rue!
Blackwell. foreman, Wyman & Simpson;
Robert Bramhall, sales engineer, S.K.F.
Industries, Inc., Philadelphia; Leonard
Brann, farmer.
Vera Brastow, home economics teacher,
Presque Isle High School; Paul Browne,
teacher, Bucksport High School; Mary Buz.
zell, home economics teacher, Belgrade
High School; Robert Cail, student, for
master's degree, Maine; Gordon Chapman,
fellowship, U. of Vermont. Experiment Sta•
lion in forestry; Laura Chute, home eco-
nomics teacher, Rangeley High School;
Kenneth Clark, teacher. vocational agri-
culture, Easton High School; Roger Clem-
ent, Farm Security Administrator, Gardi-
ner; Frank Collins, lieutenant, U. S. Ma.
rise Corps; Vernita Colson, teacher
seventh and eighth grades, Camden; Robert
Cook, U. S. Forest Service; Erwin Cooper,
student, Harvard Law School; Eleanor
Cousins, teacher, English and Public
Speaking, Stonington High School.
Catherine Cox, sales. Sterns Bros. Dept.
Store. N. Y. C.; Philip Craig. agricultural
conservation program; William Craig, 2nd
lieutenant. U. S. Army, Fort McKinley;
Richard Crocker, U. S. Bilogical Survey;
Charlotte Currie, teacher and coach. San.
gerville High School; Doris Currier, NOT.
way High School; Edward Cyr, teacher
vocational education. Madawaska High
School; Clifford Daigle, Army Air Corps;
Elroy Day, student, Harvard Univ.; Betty
Dixon, department store, Edward F. Wahl
Co., Duluth, Minn.; Elizabeth noble, stu-
dent, Salem Commercial School.
Carleton Doak, Central Maine Power Co.,
Rockland; George One. U. S. Forest Ser-
vice, Pepperell, Mass.; Robert Doe, chemi-
cal engineer, West Virginia Pulp and
Horseshoe Trophy
Won by Sigma Nu
Presentation of the group trophy
won in last year's intramural horseshoe
pitching contest has been made to
Sigma Nu fraternity, according to an-
nouncement from the office of Stanley
Wallace.
The individual trophy for the con-
test was won by Forrest Whitman, a
junior. The group trophy, won by
Sigma Nu, will be held for a year by
the group winning each competition
and will be retained permanently by
the group winning the greatest number
of times in seven years.
Paper Co; Dana Drew, coach and voca•
tional agricultural teacher, Old Town High
School; Clement Dunning, U. of Maine,
four-year course in agriculture; Allen Dyer,
Snow Shipyards, Rockland; Hamilton Dyer,
flying cadet, U. S. Army Air Corps; Al-
bert Dyson, American Writing Paper Corp.,
Holyoke, Mass.; Ralph Elwell, agricultural
assistant manager; Lucille Epstein, gradu-
ate student. U. of Maine; Robert Farris,
caretaker summer home and camps; Robert
Ferro, shipfitter, Bath Iron Works; Bula
Fitch, home economics teacher, Madison
High School.
IlarIan Fitch, U. S. Forest Service; Lu•
cille Fogg, training squad, G. Fox & Co.,
Hartford; Marie Folsom, assistant, Dr.
Clayton. U. of Maine; Eunice Gale, teach.
Cr, Norway High School; Philip Grant,
claims adjuster, Liberty Mutual Insurance
Co.; Ruth Gregory, critic teacher, Mada-
waska Training School; William Griffin,
Grammar School principal; Walton Grundy,
graduate student, Penn State; Thomas Hall,
insurance agent, Conn. Mutual Life Insur-
ance Co., Bath; Edna Harrison, student.
Fashion School fellowship; Elmer Hart,
foreman, manufacturing cooperage stock;
Donald Haskell. Fay dr Scott, Dexter.
Charles Hill, Harvard; Dorothy Hines,
copyholder, Travelers, Hartford; Kendrick
Hodgdon, Field Scout Executive, B. S. A.;
Charles Holbrook, draftsman, Fay, Spof.
ford dr Thorndike; Elizabeth Homans,
teacher, home economics, Hodgdon; Shel.
don Howard, Diesel department, Fairbanks,
Morse & Co.; Margaret Huff, Farm Security
Administration; Charles Huntoon, tour
technician. Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa.;
Milton Jellison, ground work, Bangor Hy.
dro Electric Co.; Leon Konecki, 2nd lieu-
tenant. 13th Infantry, Fort Devens, Mass.;
Edward Ladd, Commercial Union Assn,
ance Co., insurance; Charles Leavitt, prin.
cipal, Stratton High School.
Herbert Leonard, County 4-H Club agent;
Ferne Lunt, teacher, Madawaska Training
School, English and physical education;
Melvin McKenzie, flying cadet, U. S. Army
Air Corps; Granville MacMillan, principal,
Magalloway High School; Reginald Mac.
Donald, test engineer, General Electric
Co.; Alfred Mallet, student, U. of Maine.
(assistant coach); Carleton Merrill, yacht.
ate student. U. of Maine; Roy Miller, U.
S. Forest Service; Elwood Millett, Central
Maine Power Co.; Sewall Milliken, in.
structor, vocational agriculture, Hartland
Academy; Julia Moynihan, student dieti•
tian, N. Y. C. hospital; Arthur Nellie,
teacher. Washburn High School.
Corwin Olds, minister, Rockland Congre-
gational Church; Margaret Orser, English
teacher, Old Town High School; Laurels
Parkman, student training, Westinghouse
Elec. dr Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh; Donald Per-
rin, assistant county supervisor, Farm Se.
runty Administration; Ida•May Perry,
teacher, Harpswell Center, Grammar
School; Alice Pierce, teacher, High School,
West Boylston, Mass.; Richard Quigley,
2nd lieutenant, U. S. Marine Corps; John
Raye, beginner, special machinery, Bar.
hour Stockwell Co., Cambridge; Earle Reed,
training course, Central Maine Power Co.;
Elizabeth Reid, teaching home economics.
Stratton High School; Franklin Rich, dairy
farm, Bluehill; Marian Roberts, student,
. .
1 Littlefield'sTHE GENERAL STOREon CampusTel 8199
11 John T. Cyr & SonOLD TOWNCHARTERED BUSESTAXI94-4 94-3
• 
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JUNIOR OFFICERS
(Continued from Page One)
Clayton Preble, Harold Anderson,
Richard Sullivan, Franklin Dexter,
George Cotton, Carl Brown, and How-
ard Perkins.
Those chosen for the coast artillery
are Henry Bartley, Brooks Brown,
Rockwood Berry, Dale Butterworth,
Roger Benjamin, Robert Carlisle, Jo-
seph Dinsmore, George Ellis, Donald
Holyoke, James Harris, Angus Hum-
phries, Robert Irvine.
Duncan Jewell, Fredrick Libby,
Hugh Murphy, Edwin .Mutty, Mal-
colm Nichols, Thomas Nickerson,
Richard Pierce, John Somes, Isadore
Sobel, Charles Smith, Roger Stearns,
Clifford Stevens, Samuel Tracy, Mau-
rice Whitten, Robert Kinghonn, and
Carlton Payson.
NOTICE
All Freshman girls are ex-
pected to assemble in front of
the Maples at 6:15 Friday eve-
ning previous to the rally.
(signed) All-Maine Women
Northeastern Business College.
Jean Sanborn, student dietitian, E. M. G.
Hospital; Jeannette Sanborn, teacher, Lat.
in, French, English, Hodgdon High School;
Ralph Sanborn, tool designer, Moore Drop
Forging Co., Springfield; Barbara Scavey,
teacher, social science, Brewer High
School; Clement Smith, dairy farmer; Wen.
dell Smith, instructor agriculture, Hermon
High School; Leander Sprowl, farming;
Madge Stacy, teacher, Old Town High
School; Stanley Staples, Tuft's Medical
School; Frederic Stetson, Flint & Ross,
salesman; Deborah Stevens, Aroostook
County 4.H Club agent; Edith Stevens,
teacher, Berwick Academy.
Richard Stone, assistant engineer, re-
frigerating department, F. J. O'Hara &
Sons, Inc.; Donald Strout, Maine Forest
Service, fire warden; Richard Thomas,
mapper. N. E. Forest Emergency Admini-
stration; Albert Toner, graduate student,
of Iowa; David Trafford, assistant,
history department, Indiana University;
Katherine True, teacher, Southwest Har-
bor, elementary school; Elaine VanNos-
trend, assistant, U. of Maine library; Mil-
dred Walton, Girl Scout; William Ward,
2nd lieutenant, U. S. Army 3rd Cavalry,
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt.; Frank Washburn,
herdsman, Southboro, Mass.; Artemus Wee-
therbee, Interneship, National Institute
Public Affairs, Washington, D. C.
Owen Wentworth, hotel, Kennebunk
Beach; Hilda Weymouth, Appleton High
School, teacher, English, French, Civics;
Audrey White, teacher of English, West.
brook Junior College; Albert Whiteley,
U. S. Forest Service; John Whitney, gradu•
ate assistant, Cornell Univ.; Merle Wing,
graduate student, U. of Maine; Thomas
Verrill, Wright Aeronautical Corp., Pater
son, N. J.; Carl Davis, Ingersoll Rand Co.
N. V.; Helen Bond, Girl Scouts; Francis
Turner, Montgomery Ward Co.; Timothy
Curtin, Montgomery Ward Co.; Paul Chap.
inan, agent, Equitable Life Assurance;
Robert Ilarris, Remington Rand, Inc.,
Boston; Charles Blanchard, Haartz-Mason•
Grower Co., Watertown, Mass.
Campus Calendar
Friday Sept. 29
1:00 p.m. Campus Meeting.
M.C.A. Building
6:30 p.m. Rally, Memorial Gym
8:00 p.m. Sigma Mu Sigma Stag
Dance
Saturday Sept. 30
2:00 p.m. Football game with
Arnold
Sunday Oct. 1
4:15 p.m. Vesper Service. Little
Theatre
Monday Oct. 2
Tuesday Oct. 3
3:00 p.m. Freshman Cross Country
6:00 p.m. Supper meeting for
Pack and Pine and Advisory
Board at M.O.C. Cabin
UNIVERSITY GIVEN
(Continued from Page One)
turn, however, for the left hind leg
was broken above the pastern joint—
probably because of its inability to see.
The break was quite old, for it had
already started to become infected.
According to Dr. John Witter, ani-
'mal pathologist, the name of the
growths is PapiRoma tumors, a wart
which is an outgrowth of the skin due
to a virus.
This growth is a living organism
which can be transmitted from one
animal to another by contact. It is the
same type of condition found in young
dairy cattle. Cattle usually outgrow
the disease, but it can be chemically
treated. The disease is rare among
cattle, hence it is of little economic im-
portance, Witter said. However, his
department here at the University re-
ceived a couple of requests from farm-
ers for directions hots, to treat it dur-
ing the year.
"This type of disease is not likely to
create a problem in Maine deer," the
doctor stated. "This is an isolated
case. In fact, there are only a few
which have been reported in other
states."
Talladega College has adopted a
program whereby all members of the
student body, staff and faculty partici-
apte in making and executing the con-
trolling policies of the institution.
• 
Keep America out of War.
When in Old Town Try
The Lobster Roll
at
SAINDON'S
Lydia Saindon, Prop.
Center Street Old Town
U
A
• LISTEN TO
FRED WARING
and his Pennsylvanians,
5 nights a week
N 11 C stations.
•
OUR FIRST ADVERTISEMENT IN
"THE MAINE CAMPUS"
What shall it be? Can we do better than make a special
of products from our Maine farms and factories? Every
effort has been made to give the best obtainable at money
savings to you.
SQUASH: J. N. Hart's gardens, Orono
Whole-3 cts. lb.
Cut-31/2 cts. lb.
CARROTS: Large bunches-2 for 13 cts.
NATIVE MELONS: C. A. Page gardens, Orono
170 each
POTATOES: Katandin—good size and excellent quality
320 pk.
CABBAGE: firm heads-40 lb.
TURNIPS-30 lb.
BAXTER: CANNED GOODS: Cut wax and green beans
#2 size-2 cans for 23V
HORTICULTURAL BEANS: #2 size can—I50 can
CLAMS: 5 oz. can, 2 cans for 230
DICED CARROTS: #2 can-100
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN: packed in Solon, Me.
2 cans-190
NEW SWEET CIDER: From Washburn's in Hampden
Contents, gallon, 400
NATIVE DRY Y. E. BEANS: 17# qt.
PENNEY'S FOOD SHOP
44 Main St. Orono, Mo.
Tel. 475- 476—We deliver
Naval Reserve Asks
For More Flyers
The Naval Reserve Aviation Base,
Squantuni, reported today that plans
are being made to continue the aviation
cadet training classes until further no-
tice in an effort to fill the complement
of pilots authorized for the fleet and
Naval Reserve Aircraft Squadrons.
This will mean the immediate procure-
ment, selection and training of addi-
tional college graduates, or, in some
cases, of undergraduates having as a
minimum not less than half the credits
necessary for a college degree.
SPRING SEMESTER
(Continued from Page One)
tively.
Alpha Gamma Rho was the highest
ranking fraternity, with 2.64 for an
average. Phi Eta Kappa beat the Uni-
versity average with 2.617. Phi Kappa
Sigma was third with 2.547. Phi
Mu Delta maintained an average of
2.49. Kappa Sigma was next with 2.41.
Theta Chi followed with 2.305, Delta
Tau trailing with 2.39. Sigma Chi
averaged 2.33, Tau Epsilon Phi, 2.27.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon made 2.24,
Lambda Chi Alpha, 2.212, Phi Gamma
Delta, 2.15, Beta Theta Pi, 2.09, while
Sigma Nu reached 2.07, keeping all
fraternities above two point level.
Phi Mu was the highest ranking so-
rority, with an average of 2.81. Pi
Beta Phi got 2.74, and Delta Delta
Delta 2.70. Chi Omega came two
points below with 2.548. Alpha Omi-
cron Pi came next with 2.54. Sorori-
ty women made 2.618, while fraternity
men made 2.37.
The Senior Skulls and All Maine
Women were on almost the same level,
the former reaching the average of
2.89, the latter, 2.86. The Eagles,
however, with an average of 2.46, beat
the Owls, whose average was 2.2253.
Journalists on the Compul board
made 2.67, while those on the Prism
board made 2.66. Scabbrd and Blade
averaged 2.66, and the Maine Masque,
a big organization, made 2.545.
Two Students Fulfill
Danforth Fellowships
Edward J. Cook, Jr., and Dorothy
Phair, both of the class of 1940, spent
two weeks as guests of the Purina-
Ralston Companies in St. Louis, and
at the American Youth Foundation
Camp at Shelvey, Michigan, under a
summer fellowship awarded by the
Danforth Foundation Summer Fellow-
ship for Students.
This is the fourth successive year
that University of Maine students in
Agriculture and Home Economics have
received Danforth awards. Herbert
Leonard and Emily Dean received the
awards last year.
Prof. Small Conducts
Seminar at Columbia
Professor G. William Small, of
the department of English, conducted
a seminar on the English language
at the English Institute of the Modern
Language Association of America
held at Columbia University from
August 27 to September 9.
He also addressed the Andiron
Club of New York on "The Standard
of American English."
Public opinion will ultimate-
ly determine America's position
in regard to the war. Keep
posted.
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Amateur Finishing and
Framing
Telephone 360
OLD TOWN, MAINE
R. W. Brown Speaks
At First Assembly
We need more friendliness in the
world of today, and who are the friend-
ly if not the creative minded? Dr.
Rollo W. Brown, of Cambridge, asked
his audience Thursday morning, Sep-
tember 21, v,hen he spoke on "Shall
We Have Creative Minds in Ameri-
ca?" at the first assembly of the year.
Introduced by President Arthur A.
Hauck, Dr. Brown listed several phas-
es of creative work varying from that
being done by the teacher in a small
high school to that done by Edward
Arlington Robinson, noted Maine poet,
whom he linked with Hawthorne and
Longfellow.
"To do creative work one must be
alive and aware that there are im-
provements to be made," Dr. Brown
state(l. He told his audience that the
responsibility of doing creative work
now lies with the one million college
and university students.
The largest photo-
graphic stock in
Eastern Maine
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Sporting goods for every
Sport
Hunting Supplies
Be sure to look over
• this store
RILLSON'S TAILOR SIIOP
(Neat Door to Strand Theatre, Orono)
LADIES' AND GENTS' SUITS CLEANED, PRESSED, AND REPAIRED
Six-bour Service
YELLOW-BOLE PIPES
$1.00 — 1.25 — 1.50
Farnsworth 's
Drop in after the show
ICE CREAM PARLOR LUNCHES
DAKIN
• Sporting Goods Co.
 • BANGOR
Shep Hurd '17, Mgr.
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TUNE IN WITH
PAUL WHITEMAN
Every Wednesday night,
C 8 S stations.
For those who want the best
in cigarette pleasure
You'll find in Chesterfield's RIGHT
COMBINATION of the world's best home-
grown and aromatic Turkish tobaccos a
more refreshing mildness, better taste
and a more pleasing aroma than you'll
find anywhere else.
It's a combination entirely different from
any other cigarette . . . a good reason why
smokers every day are getting more plea-
sure from Chesterfields. You'll like them.
